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A. Kate MacPhedran, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2016

The very nature of mortality and morbidity surrounding cardiac surgery is
complex with numerous risk factors involved and researchers have found functional
status to be a stronger predictor of outcomes than the admitting diagnosis. Preoperative
functional status, however, is not measured by any of the cardiac risk scores. Functional
status can be objectively measured using validated outcome tools such as the Late-Life
Function and Disability Instrument (LLFDI). In 3 studies, the impact and association of
functional status changes over time was explored in patients who have undergone elective
open heart surgery. Analyses in Study 1 demonstrated significantly improved functional
status from preoperative to one year postoperative, both in performing routine tasks and
in participating more frequently in social activities (components of LLFDI). With a
strong influencing covariate, social support (or lack thereof), there appears to be a direct
relationship between functional status and perceived quality of life (Study 2).
Preoperative diminished functional status, as measured by the LLFDI, is associated with
an increased risk of mortality and morbidity in patients undergoing elective cardiac
surgery (Study 3). These findings suggest that careful consideration of all the risks and
benefits of cardiac surgery should also include a patient’s preoperative functional status,

especially in the case of an elective procedure. For patients, this may better assist them in
what to expect for recovery so they can make a more informed decision.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Three-Paper Method

This three-paper format dissertation aims to explore the impact of preoperative
functional status on patients who have undergone elective open heart surgery, by
observing (1) functional status changes over time as these patients recover, (2) the
association between preoperative functional status and perceived quality of life one year
post-surgery, and (3) whether functional status is associated with an increased risk of
mortality or morbidity in this population. Chapter I provides background and
significance on the general subject for the three papers. Chapters II-IV are three standalone yet related papers, each containing their own introduction, methods, results and
discussion sections. Chapter V will integrate the key findings from all three papers in
order to derive clinical implications, discuss the overall study limitations, and provide
recommendations for future research in this field. The three-paper method benefits the
dissertation by containing three stand-alone articles ready to submit for publication.
There is some unavoidable redundancy when read cover to cover, due to the overlapping
content and repetition of the same sections in each paper.
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Background
Over 16.3 million Americans suffer from coronary heart disease (CHD), which
results in roughly 500,000 coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) surgeries annually.1 In
2010, the mean age for patients who underwent recommended CABG surgery was sixtyfive and it is not uncommon for surgical patients to be well into their eighties.2 With
greater than 60 percent of the adult cardiac surgery patients being part of the geriatric
population (at least 65 years of age),2,3 patients and surgeons have to weigh the benefits
and risks more carefully to make an informed decision, especially when elective surgery
is proposed. Furthermore, with patients having numerous comorbidities and often
complex cardiac surgery, an accurate assessment of patients’ preoperative functional
status is important given that surgery is often performed to improve function and quality
of life.4 Functional status, for this study, is an individual’s ability to do activities within
his/her regular environment, an ability that may be limited by physical disabilities due to
cardiac disease or perception of symptoms, or extend to a variety of environmental, social
and psychological factors.5
Determining the efficacy of cardiac surgery which includes coronary artery
bypass grafting (CABG) and/or valve repair/replacement surgery is complex, and
involves taking several risk factors into consideration and measuring numerous patient
outcomes.6-11 Mortality and morbidity risk with surgery are measures cardiac surgeons
universally calculate12-13 using a risk score model such as EuroSCORE or Society of
Thoracic Surgeons (STS) risk score. These risk score models have only moderate
predictive power for 30-day mortality12-13 and morbidity13 and none of them capture the
influence of functional status on surgical risk or patient recovery. Researchers have
2

found functional status level prior to admission to be a strong prognostic predictor of
outcomes such as 90-day14 and 6-month mortality15 with the hospitalized elderly
population and more predictive than their principal admitting diagnosis.14,15 It is
important to gather objective functional status measures both preoperatively and
postoperatively, in order to accurately determine the functional status changes that occur
and their effect on patient recovery. From a clinical perspective, STS made a
recommendation in 2011, to begin collecting preoperative functional measures such as
gait speed2,3 on adult cardiac surgery patients, but such data has yet to be gathered for any
standardized comparison.
Only a few studies to date have explored preoperative functional status as a
possible predictor of postoperative cardiac surgery mortality and morbidity.16-18 Mayer &
Morin16 retrospectively concluded that geriatric CABG surgery patients’ preoperative
functional status predicted their two-year postoperative functional status with a positive
angina (chest pain) correlation using Seymour and Pringle's Level of Activity
questionnaire. Mayer continued her research but switched to using the Short Form-36
(SF-36) instrument, and with Ergina, Morin, & Gold17 retrospectively followed elderly
patients up to 18 months status-post CABG to determine that preoperative functional
status (based on physical and general health component scores) was predictive of
postoperative complications and mortality. Rumsfeld et al18 assessed preoperative CABG
surgery patients using the SF-36 instrument and concluded that the physical component
of the SF-36 was an independent risk factor for 6 month-mortality following CABG
surgery. While these findings may indicate changes regarding physical activity and
general health, the SF-36 is considered a health-related quality of life instrument and has
3

not been validated to measure functional status. Therefore, it remains unknown if
functional status is a predictor of mortality and morbidity in the cardiac surgery
population.
With the cardiac population in general, functional status has primarily been
measured as an outcome rather than a predictor, using self-reported “general health”
questionnaires to calculate postoperative changes following cardiac surgery.19-22 There is
no consensus, however, on the outcome measure to use, ranging from Medical Outcomes
Study SF-3619,20,22 or SF-1221 (MOS SF-36 or MOS SF-12), RAND 36-Item Health
Survey (RAND 36-IHS),21 Modified 7-Day Activity tool,20 New York Heart Association
(NYHA) classifications,22 Duke Activity Status Index (DASI),21 6-Minute Walk Test
(6MWT),21 and Functional Status Index (FSI).23 Many of these self-reported
questionnaires such as the SF-36, often used to measure “functional status” in
longitudinal studies,17,19,20,22 lack specificity20 and as such, the same tool has been used in
different studies to measure quality of life,18,24 depression,19 postoperative pain,17,24 as
well as functional status.20,22 There is no standardized tool, as yet, for prediction of
outcome that includes a measure of functional status, with respect to research on the
cardiac surgery population.
There is also no consensus in the literature as to postoperative functional status
recovery in patients post-open heart surgery, both in terms of how soon before
improvement is detected as well as how long until full recovery is restored. LaPier and
Howell21 studied cardiac patients within three months post-surgery and used the Duke
Activity Status Index and RAND 36 Item Health Survey to discover improvements in
functional status as early as 2 months following CABG surgery, but did not capture
4

preoperative or early (first 6 weeks postoperative) data to determine if improvement
occurred sooner. Ballan et al25 recommended exploring the early postoperative period,
citing that there was a gap in prospective research from a preoperative period to the early
stage of six weeks postoperative in CABG surgery. Artinian et al,26 one of the only
studies to examine function and age, as well as differences in recovery the first 6 weeks
after CABG, noted functional gains across all age groups. However, there was no
baseline (preoperative) data for comparison, and Sickness Impact Profile and Symptom
Inventory tools were used rather than tools validated to measure functional status. In
terms of reaching full recovery, Barnason et al20 found that postoperative functional
status responses (using MOS SF-36) in patients post-CABG, surpassed those of their
baseline readings six to twelve months postoperatively. LaPier23 used several different
assessment tools to measure functional status and found patients continued to report
moderate deficits in performing daily activities and in function three and a half to six
months post-CABG. Hunt, Hendrata, & Myles,24 found mixed results with the MOS SF36 and a combined quality of life questionnaire. Patients, despite significantly improved
physical function 12 months after CABG, did not perceive an improvement in their
general health, which was significant. Douki et al22 conducted a study using the MOS
SF-36 questionnaire on cardiac patients and concluded that functional status was
significantly improved 18 months after CABG surgery as compared to their preoperative
data, but did not obtain any measure to track progress in between. Though these studies
may shed some light on patient recovery symptoms over time, the tools used were not
validated to measure functional status, but rather health-related quality of life. Without a
validated tool designed to measure function, it remains unclear if significant functional
5

gains occur in that preoperative to early postoperative (~ 6 weeks) phase or are back to
baseline by 12 months postoperative.

Measurement for Functional Status: The Late-Life
Function and Disability Instrument
The Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument (LLFDI) is a self-reported
questionnaire with established valid and reliable function and disability components,27-30
that when combined, yield outcome measures for functional status.30 LLFDI was
specifically developed for community-dwelling and ambulating adults over the age of 60
and tested on 60 to 90 year olds.27,31,32 LLFDI has been established as an appropriate
outcome measure for patients with cardiovascular disease,29,33 which makes it an
appropriate tool to use on the cardiac surgery population.30 The LLFDI has been used to
assess single time measurements on patients with cardiovascular disease,30,33 but to date,
has not been used in a longitudinal study with open heart surgery patients. Additionally,
research has yet to be conducted using the LLFDI to assess functional status as a
predictor of cardiac surgery mortality and morbidity.
The LLFDI has established concurrent validity with moderate to high correlation
with the SF-36. The SF-36 is a well-established health-related quality of life
questionnaire often used in research to calculate the relative burden of disease or health
benefits produced by a health care intervention.34 The LLFDI questionnaire assesses
physical activities (function component), as well as personal and social life participation
frequency and extent of limitation (disability component.) Any of these components may
be hindered by physical, emotional or psychological factors in the recovery process
6

which influence a patient’s quality of life. Furthermore, the LLFDI measures aspects of
socialization, interpersonal and community interaction, which significantly impact one’s
life satisfaction. In totality, all of these aspects of the LLFDI measurement seem to
encompass, but as yet, have not been validated as a tool to measure quality of life.

Significance of the Research
This study has the potential to contribute to the general knowledge in the field of
cardiovascular disease. Heart disease is frequently a quiet disease which gradually
progresses over time. Often it is not until changes are seen in one's endurance, physical
mobility, and/or socialization, one's quality of life, that the impact of the disease becomes
evident. This study may shed light on patients’ perception of open heart surgery recovery
and its effects on patients’ function and disability. Using a standardized functional tool
such as LLFDI to measure functional status may help refine a more comprehensive
cardiac surgery risk model. Such a tool may also help identify high risk surgical patients,
thus permitting surgeons and patients to ultimately make a more informed decision
regarding heart surgery.

Methods
Paper One
Research Questions
Is there a change in functional status, preoperatively to one year postoperatively,
as measured by the LLFDI, in patients who undergo elective open heart surgery? What
specific aspect(s) of patients’ functional status change, if any, preoperatively to
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postoperatively, as measured by Function Total, Disability Frequency, and Disability
Limitation components of the LLFDI?

Design
This study is a prospective, non-experimental, longitudinal design which
measures subjects’ functional status within one week preoperatively, six weeks
postoperatively and one year postoperatively using the self-reported LLFDI (see
Appendix A). Subjects are mailed the questionnaires within one week of each measured
time period and asked to self-complete and mail them back.

Subjects
From a local tertiary care hospital, a sample of convenience will be recruited from
subjects who have been informed by a cardiac surgeon that non-emergency cardiac
surgery is recommended. To be included in the study, subjects must: 1) be at least 18
years old, 2) be able to communicate fluently in English, and 3) undergo non-emergency
initial or redo open heart surgery which requires sternotomy and involves either coronary
artery bypass grafting (CABG), valve repair or replacement, or a CABG/valve
combination procedure. Subjects are excluded if non-emergency cardiac surgery
becomes emergency surgery or a subject fails to submit or sufficiently complete their
preoperative LLFDI. The study has been approved by the human subjects review
committees at Western Michigan University and Saint Vincent Health Center.
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Measurements
Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument. The LLFDI is a self-reported
questionnaire with established valid and reliable function and disability components,27-30
that combined, yield outcome measures for functional status.30 The LLFDI is made up of
two components, function and disability, which can be stand-alone instruments.27,31-32
The Function component is made up of (32) questions that start with asking, “How much
difficulty do you have?” (Function) on routine physical actions and activities such as
unscrewing a jar lid or running a ½ mile.27,32 The higher the Function score, the more
functionally able/active one is. The Disability component is made up of (16) questions
that start with asking two parts: How often do you participate? (Frequency) and “To what
extent do you feel limited?” (Limitation) on social life tasks such as taking part in
recreational activities.27,31 The higher the Disability scores, the less disabled one is, both
in frequency and limitation.27,31 This tool has standardized instructions for subjects to
answer all 48 questions using a 0 to 5 Likert scale. Each question carries a different
weight,27,31,32 therefore, raw scores must be transformed to 0-100 scaled scores using the
LLFDI computer program. The preoperative LLFDI measurement will serve as the
baseline and be compared to repeated LLFDI measurements at 6 weeks and one year
postoperative.
Prospective chart reviews will be conducted preoperatively at time of informed
consent to obtain data on age, gender, and specific cardiac surgical procedure, and data
will be compiled in an Excel spreadsheet.

9

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive and interferential statistics will be conducted and all data will be
analyzed using the statistical package SPSS 18.0.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Descriptive
statistics will be conducted on each LLFDI variable at each time period to examine
assumptions of normality. Non-parametric tests will be run in addition to parametric if
non-normality is identified. If results are similar, parametric test results will be used.
Repeated measures analyses (repeated measures ANOVA or Friedman’s ANOVA) will
be conducted to determine functional status changes from preoperative to 6 weeks
postoperative to one year postoperative, as based on LLFDI (Disability Limitation,
Disability Frequency, and Function Total) scores. Any significant main effects found in
mean LLFDI changes will be further analyzed for specific interactions using post-hoc
tests with Bonferroni adjustment. Mixed-design analyses will also be conducted to
examine the influence of age and gender on functional status changes over time, as
measured by the LLFDI. Data will be considered significant at p < 0.05.

Paper Two
Research Question
Are changes in functional status, as measured by the LLFDI, associated with
changes in subjects’ perceived quality of life?
What is the relationship between functional status and quality of life?

10

Design
Mixed-methods study comparing changes in functional status, as measured by the
LLFDI, at preoperative, and six weeks and one year postoperative, to qualitative data
obtained from a phone interview on these same subjects’ perception of their functional
status progress and quality of life at one year postoperative.
The research design for the qualitative component of the mixed-methods will be
based on a psychological phenomenology approach. Subjects will be contacted by phone
approximately one year after their open heart surgery to participate in a one-time phone
interview to answer structured, open-ended questions (see Appendix B).

Subjects
The subjects in this study are the same ones appearing in paper #1, recruited from
a sample of convenience. Subjects included in this study must: 1) return their completed
preoperative LLFDIs, and 2) undergo non-emergency initial or redo open heart surgery
with sternotomy that involves either coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG), valve
repair or replacement, or a CABG/valve combination procedure. Subjects are
excluded/eliminated from the study if: 1) non-emergency cardiac surgery becomes
emergency surgery, 2) subjects fail to submit or sufficiently complete their preoperative
LLFDI, or 3) subjects expire prior to their one year postoperative anniversary. The study
has been approved by the human subjects review committees at Western Michigan
University and Saint Vincent Health Center.
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Measurements
Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument (LLFDI). The LLFDI is a selfreported questionnaire made up of a 32-question Function component and two-part
Disability component with 16 questions each on frequency and limitation.27,31,32 The
higher the Function score, the more functionally able/active one is in performing routine
physical activities. The higher the Disability scores, the less disabled one is in social life
tasks. This tool has standardized instructions for subjects to answer all 48 questions
using a 0 to 5 Likert scale. Each question carries a different weight,27,31,32 therefore, raw
scores must be transformed to 0-100 scaled scores using the LLFDI computer program.
The preoperative LLFDI measurement will serve as the baseline and be compared to
repeated LLFDI measurements at 6 weeks and one year postoperatively.
Phone Interview. The phone interview consists of 11 structured, yet open-ended
questions (Appendix B) about subjects’ perceived postoperative recovery, present
functional status, and changes in quality of life as a direct result of the cardiac surgery.
The researcher will ask every subject the same questions, in the exact same order. The
researcher will use a hands-free headset to communicate with the subject while recording
all answers on an Excel spreadsheet. Questions will be pre-typed in columns in Excel
and the researcher will verbally restate what is recorded as the subject’s response after
each question is answered. Corrections will be retyped immediately. The estimated total
time for each interview to be conducted is 15-25 minutes per subject.
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Statistical Analysis
All quantitative data will be analyzed using the statistical package SPSS 18.0.0
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Repeated measures analyses (repeated measures ANOVA or
Friedman’s ANOVA) will be conducted to determine functional status changes from
preoperative to 6 weeks postoperative to one year postoperative, as based on LLFDI
(Disability Limitation, Disability Frequency, and Function Total) scores. Any significant
main effects found in mean LLFDI changes will be further analyzed for specific
interactions using post-hoc tests with Bonferroni adjustment. Data will be considered
significant at p < 0.05.
Qualitative data will be analyzed using a constant comparative analysis method to
identify patterns and themes through a process of coding data.35 Data on subjects’
incidents will be compared and similar ones will be grouped into categories (open
coding). Strategies will then be used to make connections between categories (axial
coding). Finally, the core category (central phenomenon) will be selected and used to
relate to all the other categories (selective coding).36
Additionally, the relationship between LLFDI and quality of life may be assessed
by conducting logistic regression, with LLFDI as the independent (continuous) variable
and quality of life responses as the dependent (categorical) variable, pending the diversity
of quality of life responses needed to be able to dichotomize categories into
high/increased versus low/decreased quality of life. If diversity of quality of life data is
not sufficient to dichotomize into categories, quantitative data (LLFDI) and qualitative
data (quality of life) from Excel files will be analyzed for overarching themes using
Dedoose, a mixed-methods software.37
13
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Figure 1.1. Overview of study design.

Paper Three
Research Questions
Does functional status, as measured by the LLFDI, significantly influence the
predictive mortality and morbidity risk to change the actual mortality and morbidity?
Does preoperative functional status, as measured by the LLFDI, significantly enhance the
cardiac risk score to better predict mortality and morbidity in open heart surgery?

Design
Non-experimental study conducting prospective chart abstraction of preoperative
and postoperative clinical data will be obtained one year postoperatively to calculate
mortality and morbidity risk. Regression analysis will be conducted to assess the
relationship between the LLFDI preoperative score (independent/predictor variable) and
the STS mortality and morbidity risk scores (dependent/outcome variables).

14

Subjects
Subjects will be included if they underwent open heart surgery and completed
their preoperative LLFDI questionnaire. Access to subjects’ medical/health records for
chart abstraction will be obtained when they sign their informed consents. The study has
been approved by the human subjects review committees at Saint Vincent Health Center
and Western Michigan University.

Measurements
Clinical Data Abstraction. The following data will be extracted from the subject’s
medical records (McKesson Electronic Medical Record, MIS medical record) and stored
on an Excel spreadsheet (see Table 1.1):

Table 1.1
Data Extracted from Subject’s Medical Records

Preoperative
Age
Gender
Ethnicity
Ejection fraction % (EF)
NYHA
Creatinine
Body Mass Index (BMI)
Number of vessel disease
Myocardial Infarct history
Prior neurologic event
Co-morbidities
Valve disease/insufficiency

Postoperative
Specific cardiac surgical procedure
Hospital length of stay
Postoperative bleeding (return to O.R.)
Sternal infection
Intubation > 24 hours (and re-intubation)
Neurologic event
Adverse arrhythmia (pacemaker or
defibrillator required)
Creatinine within 72 hours
Co-morbidities (progressed/new diagnoses)
Mortality (all-cause, at 30-days & 1-year)
Total cross-clamp time
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Specific preoperative and postoperative information selected to be retrieved has
been identified by STS as demographic information, risk factors, or significant predictors
of mortality and morbidity in cardiac surgery.2,6-11 Because mortality and morbidity data
is often extended beyond the patients’ hospitalization, including data at 30, 60, or 90 days
postoperatively, and as far out as one year postoperatively,2,8,9 retrospective data
abstraction will be most appropriate to capture this trend.
Society of Thoracic Surgeons (STS) Risk Calculator. The STS cardiac risk score
calculator (version 2.81) allows health care workers and researchers free access to the
calculator in the capacity of entering all data points and receiving the predicted mortality
and morbidity risk scores.2 However, individual weights for specific variables and
mathematical formulas for deriving at the end calculations are proprietary information of
STS,2
Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument (LLFDI). The LLFDI tool has
standardized instructions for subjects to answer all 48 questions using a 0 to 5 likert scale.
Since each question carries a different weight,27,31,32 the raw scores will be converted to
0-100 scaled scores using the accompanying LLFDI computer program. The LLFDI will
be conducted for a single preoperative measurement.

Statistical Analysis
Bivariate least squares regression will explore the relationship between
preoperative LLFDI and STS mortality risk, as well as preoperative LLFDI and STS
morbidity risk score. By adding the LLFDI preoperative scores to the STS mortality and
morbidity risk scores, ordinary least square regression will be conducted to determine
16

how much variance in the new scores is accounted for by the LLFDI, and ultimately, if
preoperative LLFDI predicts mortality and morbidity risk.

Overall Research Questions
Paper one will utilize repeated methods analyses to explore changes in functional
status over time in patients who have undergone elective open heart surgery. Paper two
will take those findings and compare them in a mixed-methods approach using phone
interview responses to determine if the LLFDI tool depicts changes in patients’ perceived
quality of life at one year post-surgery. Paper three will also utilize patients’ preoperative
LLFDI Function Total scores from paper one and compare them to their calculated STS
mortality and morbidity risk scores (obtained from conducting extensive chart reviews) to
determine if preoperative functional status is a predictor of postoperative mortality and
morbidity in open heart patients.

Summary
This study hopes to provide more insight to the role preoperative functional status
plays postoperatively in recovery for open heart surgery patients. This study may help
surgeons, future patients, and their loved ones, when making informed decisions about
recommending or undergoing elective open heart surgery. Preoperative functional status
may potentially be indicated as a cardiac risk factor among the other known influencing
risks, and if so, may warrant refining current risk stratification score models.
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CHAPTER II
CHANGE IN FUNCTIONAL STATUS FROM PREOPERATIVE TO ONE YEAR
POSTOPERATIVE IN PATIENTS WHO HAVE UNDERGONE ELECTIVE OPEN
HEART SURGERY: A REPEATED-MEASURES STUDY
Abstract

Although patient-related factors affect surgical outcomes, preoperative functional
status is not measured by any cardiac risk score, even though functional status can be
objectively measured using validated outcome tools such as the Late-Life Function and
Disability Instrument (LLFDI). The purpose of this study was to determine 1) if there
was a change over time in functional status, as measured by the LLFDI, in patients who
underwent elective cardiac surgery, and if so, 2) what specific aspect(s) of LLFDI
functional status changed.
Methods: A prospective longitudinal study of one year was conducted on elective
cardiac surgery patients (n=43) using the self-reported LLFDI. Three components of
LLFDI (Function Total, Disability Frequency and Disability Limitation) were compared
at three times (preoperative, six weeks postoperative and one year postoperative) using
repeated measures ANOVA. Post hoc pairwise comparison was conducted for specific
interactions.
Results: Both Function Total (ability to perform routine activities) and Disability
Frequency (participation frequency in social tasks) significantly increased over time (p=
.047 and p= .013, respectively). Specifically, Function Total was significantly higher
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from preoperative to one year postoperative (M difference =+3.48, SE=1.48, p= .026).
Likewise, Disability Frequency significantly increased from preoperative to one year
postoperative (M difference= +5.98, SE=2.19, p=.033), with increased participation
frequency indicating decreased disability. Disability Limitation scores were not
significantly different between any time points (p > .05).
Conclusion: According to LLFDI scores, patients who underwent elective cardiac
surgery demonstrated significant improvement from preoperative to one year
postoperative, both in performance of routine activities (Function Total) and in
increased participation in social life tasks (Disability Frequency). These findings may
assist cardiac patients in what to expect for recovery.

Background
Determining the efficacy of cardiac surgery, which includes coronary artery
bypass grafting (CABG) and/or valve repair/replacement surgery, is complex and
involves taking into consideration several risk factors and measuring numerous patient
outcomes.1-6 Mortality and morbidity risk after surgery are measures cardiac surgeons
universally calculate7,8 to estimate patient outcomes. However, these scores do not
capture the influence of functional status on patient recovery. Functional status is defined
as an individual’s ability to do activities within his/her regular environment, an ability
that may be limited by physical disabilities due to cardiac disease, perception of
symptoms, or extend to a variety of environmental, social and psychological factors.9
Researchers have found functional status to be a strong prognostic predictor10,11 of
outcomes such as 90-day11 and 6-month mortality10 with the hospitalized elderly
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population. It has also been found to be more predictive than a patient’s principal
admitting diagnosis.10,11 Greater than 60 percent of the adult cardiac surgery population
is older than 65.12,13 Gathering objective functional status measures, both preoperatively
and postoperatively, is an important tool in exploring the functional status changes that
occur during patient recovery.
With the cardiac population in general, functional status has primarily been
measured as an outcome using self-reported “general health” questionnaires to calculate
postoperative changes following cardiac surgery.25-28 Ballan and Lee17 supported the use
of questionnaires as a possible tool for determining patients’ quality of life and wellbeing, especially pre- and post-CABG surgery. There is no consensus, however, on the
outcome measure to use, ranging from Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 3625,26,28 or
Short Form 12,27 RAND 36-Item Health Survey,27 Modified 7-Day Activity tool,26 New
York Heart Association classes,28 Duke Activity Status Index,27 6-Minute Walk Test,27 to
Functional Status Index.29 Furthermore, many of the self-reported questionnaires such as
the Short Form 36 (MOS SF-36), often used in functional status longitudinal
studies,25,26,28,30 lack specificity26 as seen by their use in measuring quality of life,32,33
depression,25 post-operative pain,30,33 as well as functional status.26.28

Significance
There is currently no standardized tool used for outcome prediction, which
includes a measure of functional status, with respect to research on the cardiac surgery
population. Also, there is no consensus in the literature concerning postoperative
functional status recovery in patients post-open heart surgery, both in terms of how soon
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before improvement is detected as well as how long until full recovery is restored.
LaPier and Howell27 studied cardiac patients within three months post-surgery and used
the Duke Activity Status Index and RAND 36 Item Health Survey to measure
improvements in functional status as early as 2 months following CABG surgery, but did
not capture preoperative or early (first 6 weeks) postoperative data to determine if
improvement occurred sooner. Ballan et al17 recommended exploring the early
postoperative period, citing that there was a gap in prospective research from a
preoperative period to the early stage of six weeks postoperative in CABG surgery.
Artinian et al31 was one of the only studies to examine function and age differences on
recovery the first 6 weeks after CABG. This study noted functional gains across all age
groups, however, there was no baseline (preoperative) data for comparison, and function
was based on symptoms rather than tools validated to measure functional status.
In terms of reaching full recovery, Barnason et al26 found that postoperative
functional status responses (using MOS SF-36) in patients post-CABG, surpassed those
of their baseline readings six to twelve months postoperatively. LaPier,23 however, used
several different assessment tools to measure functional status, and found patients
continued to report moderate deficits with performing daily activities and function three
and a half to six months post-CABG. Hunt, Hendrata, & Myles,33 found mixed results
with the MOS SF-36 and a combined quality of life questionnaire; despite significantly
improved physical function 12 months after CABG, patients did not perceive an
improvement in their general health which was significant. Douki et al28 conducted a
study using the MOS SF-36 questionnaire on cardiac patients and concluded that
functional status was significantly improved 18 months after CABG surgery as compared
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to their preoperative data, but did not obtain any measure in between to track progress.
Though these studies may shed some light on patient recovery symptoms over time, the
tools used were not validated to measure functional status, but rather health-related
quality of life. Without using a validated tool designed to measure function, it remains
unclear if significant functional gains occur in that preoperative to early postoperative (~
6 weeks) phase and whether function is back to baseline by 12 months postoperative.
One validated functional status tool is the Late-Life Function and Disability
Instrument (LLFDI). It is a self-reported questionnaire which specifically targets a wide
variety of physical activities and social life tasks, which defines one’s functional status.
The LLFDI has established valid and reliable function and disability components that,
when combined, yield outcome measures for functional status.18-23 The LLFDI has been
used on patients with cardiovascular disease23,24 to assess a single time measurement, but
to date, has not been used to track cardiac surgery patients’ functional status in a
longitudinal study.
Given the prevalence that mortality and morbidity in cardiac surgeries differ by
gender, the association between gender and functional status changes over time was
examined in this study. With previous studies’ limitations, particularly related to
functional status definitions and non-specific tools used, the aim of this study was to
determine: 1) if there was a change in functional status from preoperative, to six weeks
postoperative, to one year postoperative, as measured by the LLFDI, in patients who
underwent elective cardiac surgery and 2) what specific aspect(s), if any, of LLFDI
functional status changed?
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Methods
Study Design and Study Population
This was a prospective, non-experimental, longitudinal design using a sample of
convenience. Subjects (n= 43) were recruited from Saint Vincent Health Center from
June to December, 2010, after a cardiac surgeon informed them non-emergency cardiac
surgery was recommended. Inclusion criteria were subjects at least 18 years old, able to
communicate fluently in English, and undergoing elective cardiac surgery which was one
of the following: coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) as an initial or redo procedure,
valve repair/replacement, or any CABG/valve combination procedure. If elective cardiac
surgery became emergency surgery or a subject failed to submit or sufficiently complete
their preoperative LLFDI, then they were excluded/ terminated from the study. This
study was a collaborative venture between Saint Vincent Health Center and Gannon
University Doctor of Physical Therapy Program. Human subject approval was obtained
from the institutional review boards of each participating institution in this study.
Seventy-seven individuals met eligibility criteria and were invited to participate. The
purpose and procedure of the study were explained and informed consents were obtained
in person by the primary investigator. All 77 subjects consented, however, of the
subjects that returned their preoperative LLFDI’s (n= 55), 12 of them were excluded from
the study due to insufficiently completed preoperative LLFDI’s. The total number of
subjects in this study was therefore, n= 43. From the subjects with completed
preoperative LLFDIs (n=43), the total LLFDIs returned/complete at six weeks
postoperative were n=34 (6 returns incomplete). At one year postoperative, total LLFDIs
returned/complete were n=38 (1 return incomplete). Incomplete LLFDIs were resolved
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with phone calls made by the primary investigator to the subjects with missing
question(s) read aloud, responses recorded and read back for verification. There were 29
complete LLFDI responses at all three time points.

Procedures
Preoperative LLFDIs were mailed to subjects’ residences approximately one
week prior to surgery with instructions to return completed form by mail. Fifty-three
percent of the 77 subjects remained as inpatients until cardiac surgery and their
completed preoperative LLFDIs were collected by the primary investigator in-person in
sealed provided envelopes. All returned LLFDIs were mailed directly to the research
assistants to maintain a single-blind study. LLFDIs were again mailed to subjects’
residences approximately one week prior to their six week and one year postoperative
surgery dates with instructions to return completed form by mail. Within one week of
mailing LLFDIs, contact by phone was used to obtain clarification on any incomplete
LLFDI received or as a means to retain subjects.

Measures
Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument
In this study, functional status was measured using the LLFDI. There are two
components to the LLFDI: The Function component is made up of (32) questions that
start with “How much difficulty do you have?” (Function) regarding routine physical
actions and activities such as unscrewing a jar lid or running a ½ mile.19,20 The higher the
Function score, the more functionally able/active one is. The Disability component is
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made up of (16) two part questions that start with: “How often do you participate?”
(Frequency) and “To what extent do you feel limited?” (Limitation) on social life tasks
such as taking part in recreational activities.18,20 The higher the Disability scores, the less
disabled one is, both in frequency and limitation.18,20 Each question carries a different
weight and raw scores must be transformed to have a consistent 0-100 range.18-21, 23,24 The
authors of the LLFDI also classified the scaled scores into four statistically different
subgroups based on limitation (Table 2.1) for easier clinical interpretation.18,19 For this
study, functional status was measured using LLFDIs Function Total, Disability
Frequency and Disability Limitation scores.

Table 2.1
Four Levels of Functional Limitation
(Based on converted mean LLFDI scaled 0-100 scores)18,19

Severe Limitation

Total
Function
41.7

Disability
Frequency
44.3

Disability
Limitation
55.4

Moderate Limitation

53.2

49.5

63.5

Slight Limitation

65.6

53.6

73.8

No Limitation

75.6

58.1

82.5

Classification

LLFDI = Late Life Function and Disability Instrument

In addition to calculating the LLFDI, data on gender, race/ethnicity, and age
information was collected. For this study, age groups were defined as <60 years, 60-69
years, and ≥70 years. Race/ethnicity was defined as Caucasian, African American,
Hispanic or “other.” Age and gender were controlled to assess functional status change
over time.
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Data Analysis
All data were analyzed using the statistical package SPSS 18.0.0 (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL). Study demographics were collected on gender, age, and race/ethnicity and
compared with those of the original LLFDI sample used to validate the instrument (Table
2.2). Descriptive statistics were conducted to examine sample demographics and
frequency distribution (Table 2.2). Repeated measures analyses were conducted to
determine functional status changes from preoperative to 6 weeks postoperative to one
year postoperative, as based on LLFDI (Disability Limitation, Disability Frequency, and
Function Total) scores. Any significant main effects found in mean LLFDI changes were
further analyzed for specific interactions using post-hoc tests with Bonferroni adjustment.
Mixed-design analyses were also conducted to examine the association between age and
gender on functional status changes over all three time measures with the three LLFDI
components. Data were considered significant at p < 0.05. Descriptive statistics were
conducted on each LLFDI variable at each time period to examine assumptions of
normality. Non-parametric tests were conducted in addition to parametric, if nonnormality was identified. If results were similar, parametric test results were used.

Results
Baseline Demographics and Distribution
The study data were very similar to the data originally used to validate the LLFDI
tool, which was specifically developed for community-dwelling adults over 60 (Table
2.2).24,25 Both samples, as seen in Table 2.2, were similar in gender make-up (28%
female/ 72% male in preoperative phase of study; 23% female/ 77% male in LLFDI
validation sample) and in distribution of subjects in their 60s and 70s (65% in the
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preoperative study; 68% in LLFDI validation.) The mean age in the study was 66.3 ±
9.74 and in patients undergoing coronary bypass in 2010 was 64.9. Eighty-one percent of
the subjects (n=35) underwent an elective CABG procedure, 5 of which were performed
off pump. A total of 8 subjects (19%) underwent elective valve repair or replacement
surgery, including 3 subjects (7%) who underwent a combination valve/CABG
procedure. All of the subjects in the study received physical therapy postoperatively as
inpatients and were recommended for cardiac rehabilitation upon discharge.

Table 2.2
Study Demographics versus LLFDI Validation Demographic

Study Demographics
Preoperative

N

% of
Total

12
31

28%
72%

Gender
Female
Male

N

% of
Total

Female
Male

34
116

23%
77%

126
8
11

84%
5%
7%

X
X
41
61
40
8

0%
0%
27.3%
40.7%
26.7%
5.3%

Race/ Ethnicity

41
1
1

95%
2%
2%

1
9
17
11
5
66
9.739
66.35

2.3%
20.9%
39.5%
25.6%
11.7%

Caucasian
Hispanic
African Amer.
Age

Age
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
Median
SD
Mean
Mode

L LFDI
Development
Gender

Race/ Ethnicity

Caucasian
Hispanic
African Amer.

LLFDI Demographics

54, 61, 62, 66

40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90+
Mean age for
CABG (STS, 2010)

64.9

LLFDI = Late Life Function and Disability Instrument
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Group Means
Preoperative group means for the three LLFDI components of functional status
were: M=62.34 (SD= 8.90) for Function Total, M=51.80 (SD=6.20) for Disability
Frequency, and M=75. 65 (SD= 14.93) for Disability Limitation, which is consistent with
the “moderate to slight limitation” classification18,19 (Table 2.1). Mean difference was not
significant for any of the LLFDI components, either preoperative to six weeks
postoperative or six weeks to one year postoperative. Group means at one year
postoperative (based on significant mean difference preoperative to one year
postoperative) were: M=65.82 (SD=10.99) for Function Total and M=57.79 (SD=12.48)
for Disability Frequency, which is consistent with the “slight limitation” classification18,19
(Table 2.3).

Repeated Measures ANOVA
Repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the three time measures and each
of the three LLFDI components for functional status (n=29). Repeated measures
ANOVA sphericity assumption was met and Function Total was significantly affected by
time, F (2, 56) = 3.232, p=.047, meaning the patients’ ability to perform routine activities
significantly changed over time (Table 2.4). Preoperative Total Function scores
(M=62.34, SD= 8.90) were not significantly different from 6 week postoperative scores
(M=62.97, SD=8.70) but were significantly different from one year postoperative scores
(M=65.82, SD=10.99), as revealed by post hoc tests using Bonferroni adjustment (M
difference =+3.48, SE=1.48, p= .026).
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Table 2.3
Functional Status (LLFDI)—Group Mean Changes over Time in Elective Cardiac Surgery
Patients
Variable
Function total
N=29

(PreOp to 1 Year
PostOp)
Disability Frequency
N=29

(PreOp to 1 Year
PostOp)
Disability Limitation
N=29

(PreOp to 1 Year
PostOp)

Time

LLFDI Limitation

Mean

Std. Deviation

62.3424

8.90171

Moderate to Slight

62.9655

8.70044

Moderate to Slight

1 Year Postoperative

65.8210

10.98957

Slight

M Difference

+ 3.4786

1.48 (SE)

Preoperative

51.8141

6.20402

Moderate to Slight

52.9041

8.17441

Moderate to Slight

1 Year Postoperative

57.7921

12.48259

Slight

M Difference

+ 5.978

2.19 (SE)

Preoperative

75.6497

14.93365

Slight

75.6317

15.57000

Slight

1 Year Postoperative

81.6524

15.44953

Slight

M Difference

+ 6.0207

2.55 (SE)

Preoperative
6 Weeks
Postoperative

6 Weeks
Postoperative

6 Weeks
Postoperative

Classification18,19

Sig.

.026*

.033*

.075

* p < .05 denotes statistical significance
The higher the mean score = the more functional, less disabled the individual
LLFDI = Late Life Function and Disability Instrument

The sphericity assumption was violated for Disability Frequency, but using GreenhouseGeisser correction, repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant differences over time
for Disability Frequency, F (1.53, 42.70) = 5.49, p= .013, Ɛ = .763, which indicated
subject participation in social life tasks significantly changed over time (Table 2.4).
Specifically, preoperative Disability Frequency scores (M=51.80, SD=6.20) were
significantly lower than one year postoperative scores (M=57.79, SD=12.48), which
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indicated that social task participation significantly increased from preoperative to one
year postoperative (M difference= +5.98, SE=2.19, p=.033 (Table 2.3) as revealed by
post hoc pairwise comparison tests using Bonferroni adjustment.

Table 2.4
Main Effect of Time on Functional Status (LLFDI Components)
Variable

Sphericity Test

Df

F

Sig

Functional total

Sphericity Assumed

(2 56)

3.232

.047*

Disability Frequency

Greenhouse Geisser

(1.53,

5.494

.013*

2.423

.098

42.70)
Disability Limitation

Sphericity Assumed

(2.56)

* p < .05 denotes statistical significance
LLFDI = Late Life Function and Disability Instrument

Disability Limitation was not significantly associated with time (p=.098), which meant
that capabilities in performing social life tasks did not significantly change preoperatively
to postoperatively (Table 2.4).

Gender and Functional Status
With n=29, for the 3 time periods, there was no significant main effect for gender,
regardless of Function Total (p= .097), Disability Frequency (p=.816), or Disability
Limitation (p=.473). Furthermore, gender did not significantly interact with Function
Total (p=.825), with Disability Frequency (p=.257), or with Disability Limitation
(p=.315), indicating results did not differ by gender.
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Age and Functional Status
Overall, there was minimal difference among the three age groups (n=7 for <60
years, n= 13 for 60-69 years, and n= 9 for ≥70 years) on LLFDI functional status over
time. There was no significant main effect of age group, indicating that all 3 age groups
responded, in general, the same, regardless of Disability Frequency (p = .738) or
Disability Limitation (p = .364), although there was a main effect of age group when age
group was examined with Total Function, F (2, 26) = 4.683, p= .018. Upon further
analysis, there was not a significant interaction effect between age group and Total
Function (p= .795), however, the ≥70 year age group (M= 57.78, SE= 2.51) mean
responses on Function Total were significantly lower than the 60-69 year age group (M=
67.91, SE= 2.17) with a mean difference = ±10.13, SE= 3.31, p= .015 (Table 2.5).
Table 2.5
LLFDI Total Function Component Scores by Age Groups Among those Undergoing Elective
Cardiac Surgery (N=29)
95% CI
Independent
Variable

Outcome Variable

Mean

Std. Error

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

≥ 70 years

Function Total
Preoperative

57.099

2.813

51.318

62.880

(n= 9)

6 Weeks Post-Op

56.884

2.552

51.638

62.131

1 Year Post-Op

59.356

3.399

52.368

66.343

Function Total
60-69 years

Preoperative

65.248

2.436

60.241

70.254

(n= 13)

6 Weeks Post-Op
1 Year Post-Op

67.641

2.210

63.098

70.827

2.944

64.775

72.184
76.878

63.884

2.983

57.752

70.016

6 Weeks Post-Op
62.794
1 Year Post-Op
65.586
LLFDI = Late Life Function and Disability Instrument

2.707
3.606

57.229
58.175

68.358
72.998

< 60 years

Function Total
Preoperative

(n = 7)
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Discussion
Recovery from cardiac surgery appears to be a lengthy process reflected in this
study’s findings that participation in social life tasks (Disability Frequency) and routine
physical activities (Function Total) significantly improved from preoperative to one year
postoperative, but not from preoperative to 6 weeks postoperative. These findings are
consistent with prior longitudinal studies that explored functional status changes after
CABG surgery,29,31 but adds information regarding change from the preoperative period.
Cardiac surgery is a major operation, typically including sternal precautions for 6 weeks,
helping to explain why patients did not report significant improvement six weeks after
surgery.
Based on the results of the LLFDI measurements, subjects overall did not surpass
their baseline (preoperative) functional status levels until one year postoperatively. This
finding was relatively consistent with some of the other research which indicated
functional recovery by 12 months post-cardiac surgery.26,33 This study, however, added to
the body of knowledge by using a validated tool (LLFDI)21 specifically designed to
measure function and disability over time.
The results revealed that subjects’ limitation in social life tasks (Disability
Limitation) did not prove to be significant at any of the time periods and was not
associated with gender or age. In interpreting these findings, it is important to note that
LaPier and Mizner23 published a study which calculated the LLFDI minimally detectable
change (MDC) for the Disability Limitation component as being 16.7, which was
impacted by large standard deviations in the measure. This is in high contrast to the 7.8
minimally detectable change for the Disability Frequency component and 4.3 for the
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Function Total component (95% confidence interval).23 Given the wide variance in
response noted for Disability Limitation, the change needed to exceed level of
measurement error in order to detect meaningful change in Disability Limitation was not
likely to be reached with this sample size. Unlike the frequency to which one participates
in personal and social life tasks (Disability Frequency), Disability Limitation refers to
one’s capability in participating. Since people participate in activities with great variance
in capabilitiy, a wide range of scores around the means is not unexpected. However, this
may have reduced the power and inflated the risk of a type II error.
In this study, gender did not have a significant relationship with functional status,
and results over time did not differ by gender. These results are contrary to several
studies which found women had poorer functional status compared to men, both
preoperatively and postoperatively.25,26,28,33 The relatively small sample used in this study
may not have been representative of the population. In Sorensen & Wang’s study,25
females were significantly older and rated significantly higher on their depression scores
than their male counterparts, adding weight to the view that recovery is often
multifactorial and perhaps additional variables need to be explored in future studies with
a larger sample size.
Overall, age did not have a significant association with functional status over time
in this study. The one exception to these findings was the ≥70 year age group, whose
mean response on Function Total was significantly lower than the 60-69 year olds. A
lower score in function indicates more difficulty with routine physical actions and daily
living tasks. This finding is consistent with Artinian et al’s findings on age differences 6
weeks postoperative after CABG.31 Knowledge that routine physical tasks (Function
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Total) continued to be more difficult for older (70’s versus 60 year old) individuals at one
year post-surgery, may be key information that aids in the decision-making for older
patients (>70) when cardiac surgery is recommended but elective.
In terms of clinical relevance and research to date in this field, this study was one
of the first to explore changes in functional status from preoperative to as early as 6
weeks postoperatively (often not captured in studies), and as far out as one year
postoperative using an outcome tool specifically designed to measure functional status
and one that has been tested on patients with cardiovascular disease.18-20,23,24 The selfreported LLFDI is a simple, straight-forward questionnaire, which participants can
complete in roughly 10 minutes20,21 without needing administration by a clinician,20,23,24
adding to its overall feasibility.
This study had limitations with attrition rate from consent to preoperative LLFDIs
of 29% (n=22). One explanation may have been that subjects were met briefly, typically
after just receiving news of needing cardiac surgery, without much time to process all of
the information. Unfortunately, there is a small window of time (roughly two hours) to
approach these potential subjects in person after their consults and tests have been
completed and before they are discharged home. This issue could potentially be
improved in future studies by conducting a follow-up call 1-2 days later.
Another limitation with this study was incomplete/unusable preoperative LLFDIs
which accounted for 16% (n=12). In an attempt to create a single-blind study, all
preoperative LLFDIs were mailed directly to the primary investigator’s assistants (four
graduate students) rather than to the primary investigator (first author). Preoperative
LLFDIs were not opened and examined promptly enough, prior to the subject’s surgery,
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to allow follow-up correction of missing responses. Once subjects underwent surgery, the
influence of surgery itself had the potential to taint subjects’ preoperative perception, and
we felt it would be inaccurate to go back retrospectively to obtain data. This design
weakness was rectified with follow-up phone calls made for both postoperative LLFDIs
to subjects who returned incomplete LLFDIs. Postoperative response rates for this study
were well above the 61% average response rate for physician questionnaires, which
according to Cummings et al,36 have remained rather constant for the past twenty years.
In a study by Kinney LaPier and Waitt,24 self-reported LLFDI scores correlated strongly
to those obtained during interviews, which provided confidence that both methods used
to obtain subjects’ preoperative LLFDI scores provided valid results.
The relatively small sample impacted the statistical power of the study, and
possibly explains the inability to reach any of the standardized minimally detectable
change (MDC) levels, according to a validation study by LaPier and Mizner23 for the
LLFDI tool, despite reaching statistical significance on Disability Frequency and
Function Total with the data. A larger sample in the future would help detect if clinically
relevant effects occurred, help reduce type II error, and strengthen the overall power of
this study. The demographics of the subjects from the LaPier and Mizner validation
study, however, were quite dissimilar to this study, both in race/ethnicity make-up and
cardiac procedures. Furthermore, the overall n from the LaPier and Mizner23 study was
only 29, which calls into question the statistical power from that study and the ability to
extrapolate those findings to reach any standardized validation of MDC levels to this
study.
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Conducting this study at a single site with a sample of convenience (i.e., elective,
primarily on-pump cases) without a control group certainly challenges the ability to
generalize findings to this population. Closer examination of the data revealed that all
but six of the participating subjects underwent CABG surgery (n=37) and only one of the
six valve procedures was a combination valve/CABG surgery; therefore, the sub-groups
were too small to do any comparative studies. This research did not take into account
other factors that also may have influenced postoperative functional status such as
whether or not subjects participated in cardiac rehabilitation. Ghashghaei et al37
concluded that two months of cardiac rehabilitation following CABG significantly
improved functional capacity. Barnason et al26 did not find participation in cardiac
rehabilitation to be a significant influence on postoperative functional status and subjects
were followed for one year, however, both comparative groups had extremely large
standard deviations around the means so interpretation of the latter results should be
taken with caution. For our study, every subject was recommended for phase II cardiac
rehab upon discharge as part of the doctors’ orders, but actual tracking of participation
was not the primary purpose of our study. Ultimately, cardiac rehab participation should
be treated as a covariant in future studies, due to its potential to influence results.
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CHAPTER III.
A MIXED-METHODS APPROACH TO UNDERSTANDING THE ASSOCIATION
BETWEEN CHANGES IN FUNCTIONAL STATUS AND QUALITY OF LIFE AFTER
ELECTIVE OPEN HEART SURGERY
Introduction

Mortality and morbidity risk after surgery are measures cardiac surgeons
universally calculate1.2 to estimate patient outcomes, however, these scores do not capture
the influence of functional status on patient recovery. Functional status is an individual’s
ability to do activities within his/her regular environment, an ability that may be limited
by physical disabilities due to cardiac disease or perception of symptoms, and may extend
to a variety of environmental, social and psychological factors.3 With the cardiac
population in general, functional status has primarily been measured as an outcome using
self-reported “general health” questionnaires to calculate postoperative changes following
cardiac surgery.4-7 Ballan & Lee (2007) supported the use of questionnaires as a possible
tool for determining patients’ quality of life and well-being, especially pre- and postCABG surgery.8 There is no consensus, however, on the outcome measure to use,
ranging from Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 364,5,7 or Short Form 12,6 RAND 36Item Health Survey,6 Modified 7-Day Activity tool,5 New York Heart Association
classifications,7 Duke Activity Status Index,6 6-Minute Walk Test,6 and Functional Status
Index .9 Furthermore, many of the self-reported questionnaires such as the Medical
Outcomes Study SF-36 (MOS SF-36), often used in functional status longitudinal
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studies,4,5,7,10 lack specificity,5 meaning the very same tool has been used to measure
quality of life,11,12 depression,4 postoperative pain,10,12 as well as functional status.5,7
Thus, there is no standardized outcome tool used to specifically measure functional status
with respect to research on the cardiac surgery population.
The Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument (LLFDI) is a self-reported
questionnaire which specifically targets a wide variety of physical activities and social
life tasks, defining one’s functional status. The LLFDI has established valid and reliable
function and disability components that, when combined, yield outcome measures for
functional status.13-18 Concurrent validity of the LLFDI has been supported by the SF-36,
frequently used to measure quality of life in persons with cardiovascular disease,18-20 and
like the SF-36, the LLFDI examines aspects of socialization and interpersonal
relationships within one’s own physical environment, which are essential quality of life
components. It is unclear, however, if the LLFDI, which measures functional status,
accurately measures quality of life as well. To date, the LLFDI has assessed patients with
cardiovascular disease18,19 in a single time measurement, but has not tracked open heart
surgery patients’ functional status in a longitudinal study.
Taking a departure from a strictly quantitative approach, the lived experiences of
those who had undergone open heart surgery was explored using a psychological
phenomenological approach developed by Amedeo Giorgi. Specifically, we wanted to
ascertain how individuals who had undergone heart surgery recovered and perceived
functional status and quality of life, and how they possibly changed as they recovered.
Giorgi (2009) stated that, whether using a questionnaire [like the LLFDI] or interviewing
subjects directly, “data acquired through self-report methods are always subject to
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memory decay, alterations or participant response errors;” however the interview is not
meant or intended for participants to recall every minute or obscure detail.21 More
importantly, interviews from a phenomenological perspective are attempts to convey as
fully as possible, “what it was like” for them to go through that experience. There is
something to be said for the memories kept and why “those” particular ones were chosen,
and through the phenomenological process, one may retrieve important meanings from
those experiences.22
Another area of literature where there has been limited research conducted and
there also lacks consensus on the findings, is in functional status recovery timeframe in
patients post-open heart surgery. LaPier & Howell (2002)6 studied cardiac patients
within three months post-surgery and used the Duke Activity Status Index and RAND 36
Item Health Survey to discover improvements in functional status as early as 2 months
following CABG surgery, but did not capture preoperative or early (first 6 weeks
postoperative) data to determine if improvement occurred sooner. Ballan & Lee (2007)8
recommended exploring the early postoperative period, citing that there was a gap in
prospective research from a preoperative period to the early stage of six weeks
postoperative in CABG surgery. The study by Artinian, Duggan & Miller (1993),23 one
of few to examine function and age differences on recovery the first 6 weeks after
CABG, noted functional gains across all age groups, although there was no baseline
(preoperative) data for comparison and function was based on symptoms rather than use
of tools validated to measure functional status. In terms of reaching full recovery,
Barnason, Zimmerman, Anderson, Mohr-Burt, & Nieveen (2000)5 found that
postoperative functional status responses (using MOS SF-36) in patients post-CABG,
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surpassed those of their baseline readings six to twelve months postoperatively. LaPier
(2002)18 used several different assessment tools to measure functional status and instead
found patients continued to report moderate deficits with performance of daily activities
and function three and a half to six months post-CABG. Hunt, Hendrata, & Myles
(2000)12 found mixed results with the MOS SF-36 and a combined quality of life
questionnaire: despite significantly improved physical function 12 months after CABG,
patients did not perceive a significant improvement in their general health This finding
raises the question, do physical function and health-related quality of life mean the same
thing to the individual?
Though these studies may shed some light on patient recovery and symptoms over
time, the tools used were not validated to measure functional status, but rather healthrelated quality of life. The results are unclear whether measuring physical function
(functional status) and measuring health-related quality of life is the same thing when
dealing with patient perspective on their recovery status-post open heart surgery.
Without using a validated tool designed to measure functional status, significant
functional gains cannot be certain to occur in that preoperative to early postoperative (~ 6
weeks) phase or are back to baseline by 12 months postoperative. With the previous
studies’ limitations, particularly related to non-specific tools used and ill-defined usage,
the aim of this mixed-method study was to determine if changes in functional status, as
measured by the LLFDI, are associated with changes in subjects’ perceived quality of
life?
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Methods
This was a mixed-methods study comparing quantitative changes in functional
status, as measured by the LLFDI (at preoperative, six weeks and one year
postoperative), to qualitative data obtained from a phone interview with these same
subjects on their perception of their functional status progress and quality of life at one
year postoperative. With these two key pieces of information, the relationship of
functional status and quality of life was explored further, to examine how accurately the
LLFDI measured both functional status and quality of life in post-open heart subjects.

Study Population
For the quantitative data, this study was a prospective, non-experimental,
longitudinal design with repeated measures of the LLFDI using a sample of convenience.
Subjects (n= 43) were recruited from Saint Vincent Health Center from June to
December, 2010, after a cardiac surgeon informed them non-emergency cardiac surgery
was recommended. Inclusion criteria were subjects who were at least 18 years old, able
to communicate fluently in English, and underwent elective cardiac surgery which was
one of the following: coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) as an initial or redo
procedure, valve repair/replacement, or any CABG/valve combination procedure. If
elective cardiac surgery became emergency surgery or a subject failed to submit or
sufficiently complete their preoperative LLFDI, then they were excluded/ terminated
from the study. This study was a collaborative venture between Saint Vincent Health
Center and Gannon University Doctor of Physical Therapy Program. Human subject
approval was obtained from the institutional review boards of each participating
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institution in this study as well as that of Western Michigan University as partial
requirements for completion of my doctoral dissertation work. For this study, two time
periods of interest were measured, based on gaps in the literature and plausible times
when functional status restoration may occur, which were 6 weeks and one year
postoperative, as well as preoperative data for comparison.
Seventy-seven individuals met eligibility criteria and were invited to participate in
this study. The purpose and procedure of the study was explained and informed consents
were obtained in person by the primary investigator. All 77 subjects consented, however,
22 of the subjects failed to return their preoperative LLFDIs and an additional 12 of them
were excluded from the study due to insufficiently completed preoperative LLFDIs. The
total number of subjects in this study was therefore, n= 43. From the subjects with
completed preoperative LLFDIs (n=43), the total LLFDIs returned/completed at six
weeks postoperative were n=34 (6 returns incomplete, 3 not returned). At one year
postoperative, total LLFDIs returned/completed were n=38 (1 return incomplete, 4 not
returned). There were a total of 29 complete LLFDI responses at all three time points.

Measurement: Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument (LLFDI)
The LLFDI is a self-reported questionnaire made up of a 32-question Function
component and a two-part Disability component with 16 questions each on frequency and
limitation.6,11,23 The higher the Function score, the more functionally able/active one is in
performing routine physical activities. The higher the Disability scores, the less disabled
one is in social life tasks. This tool has standardized instructions for subjects to answer
all 48 questions using a 0 to 5 Likert scale. Each question carries a different weight,6,11,23
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therefore; raw scores must be transformed to 0-100 scaled scores using the LLFDI
computer program.

Statistical Analysis (Quantitative Data)
The preoperative LLFDI data served as a baseline to compare to 6 week and 1
year postoperative scores. Repeated measures analyses (repeated measures ANOVA or
Friedman’s ANOVA) were conducted to determine functional status changes from
preoperative to 6 weeks postoperative to one year postoperative, as based on LLFDI
(using Disability Limitation, Disability Frequency, and Function Total) scores. Any
significant main effects found in mean LLFDI changes were further analyzed for specific
interactions using post-hoc tests with Bonferroni adjustment. All quantitative data were
analyzed using the statistical package SPSS 18.0.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Data were
considered significant at p < 0.05.

Qualitative Design
The qualitative component of this mixed-method study was based on a
phenomenological psychological approach using constant comparative method. Constant
comparative method is a qualitative approach to analyzing iterations of data coding in
order to develop an integrated theory on a phenomenon.24 This theoretical form, in the
end, can be merely discussion on several categories or yield an overarching hypothesis on
a theme, as in a propositional theory.24
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Study Population (Qualitative Design)
The subjects in this study are the same from the quantitative component of this
study (and the very same from paper #1), recruited prospectively from a sample of
convenience. Subjects included in this study must have: 1) returned their completed
preoperative LLFDIs, and 2) undergone non-emergency initial or redo open heart surgery
with sternotomy that involved either coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG), valve
repair or replacement, or a CABG/valve combination procedure. Subjects were
excluded/eliminated from the study if: 1) non-emergency cardiac surgery became
emergency surgery, 2) subjects failed to submit or sufficiently complete their preoperative
LLFDI, or 3) subjects expired prior to their one year postoperative anniversary. The
study was approved by the human subjects review committees at Western Michigan
University and Saint Vincent Health Center.

Measurement: Phone Interview
Subjects were contacted by phone approximately one year after their open heart
surgery to participate in a one-time phone interview. The phone interview consisted of 10
structured, yet open-ended questions (Table 2.5) about subjects’ perceived postoperative
recovery, past and present functional status, and change in quality of life as a direct result
of the cardiac surgery. These structured questions were developed based on gaps in the
literature and on the operational definition of functional status for this study, in so far as
the researcher was able to obtain aspects of physical activities and limitations, limitations
related to cardiac disease or complications since surgery, perception of symptoms,
psychological perception of quality of life, and social support. The primary researcher
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asked every subject the same questions, in the exact same order. The questions were pretyped in columns in an Excel spreadsheet and the researcher used a hands-free headset to
communicate with the subject while recording all answers in Excel. The researcher
verbally restated what was recorded as the subject’s response, after each question was
answered. Any corrections needed were retyped immediately and read back to the subject
for verification of accuracy. The total time for each interview to be conducted ranged
from 14 to 35 minutes, and averaged 22 minutes per subject.

Statistical Analysis (Qualitative Design)
In the phenomenological tradition, qualitative data was collected by obtaining in
first-person, the lived-experience of open heart surgery by former patients, with an
attempt to capture central psychological themes from the experience as a whole.
Qualitative data was analyzed using a constant comparative analysis method to identify
patterns and themes through a process of coding data.24 Data on subjects’ incidents were
compared and similar ones were grouped into categories (open coding).25 Strategies were
then used to make connections between categories (axial coding). Finally, the core
category (central phenomenon) was selected and used to relate to all the other categories
(selective coding).25

Statistical Analysis (Mixed-methods)
Additionally, the relationship between LLFDI and quality of life was analyzed for
overlapping themes using a mixed-methods approach. Change in functional status scores,
preoperative to six weeks postoperative to one year postoperative were compared to the
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phone interview responses for any trends between the two sets of data. In particular, we
looked for subsets in which all aspects of their functional status improved from a
quantitative standpoint, and examined what was unique about them from a qualitative
perspective. Likewise, we also examined if there was a subgroup that did not improve in
all three areas of functional status, and explored their qualitative data to ascertain if there
was an overarching theme in regards to their perceived quality of life. Ultimately we
wanted to determine if the quantitative functional status data could be explained by the
qualitative responses in the subjects’ perceived quality of life one year status-post heart
surgery.

Preoperative
LLFDI

6 Weeks
Time Elapsed

LLFDI at 6
weeks
postoperati
vely

1 Year
Time Elapsed

LLFDI at 1
year
postoperative

Elapsed Time

Phone interviews at 1 year
postoperative to assess changes
in function & quality of life

Compare
LLFDI scores
and phone
interview
responses for
trends

Figure 3.1. Overview of study design.

Results
Baseline Demographics and Distribution
The study data were very similar to the data used to validate the LLFDI tool
originally.4,19 Both samples, as seen in Table 3.1, were similar in gender make-up (28%
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female/ 72% male in preoperative phase of study; 23% female/ 77% male in LLFDI
validation sample) and in percentage of subjects in their 60s and 70s (65% in the
preoperative study; 68% in LLFDI validation). The mean age in the study was 66.3 ±
9.74 and patients undergoing coronary bypass in 2010 was 64.9. Eighty-six percent of the
subjects (n=37) underwent an elective CABG procedure, 9% (n=4) underwent elective
valve repair or replacement surgery, and 5% (n=2) underwent a CABG/valve
combination procedure. All cardiac procedures were performed on cardiopulmonary
bypass pump.

Table 3.1
Study Demographics versus LLFDI Validation Demographics

Study Demographics
Preoperative

N

% of
Total

12
31

28%
72%

41
1
1

95%
2%
2%

% of
Total

Female
Male

34
116

23%
77%

Caucasian
Hispanic
African Amer.

126
8
11

84%
5%
7%

X
X
41
61
40
8

0%
0%
27.3%
40.7%
26.7%
5.3%

Age

Age

40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
Median
SD
Mean
Mode

N

Race/ Ethnicity

Race/ Ethnicity

Caucasian
Hispanic
African Amer.

L LFDI
Development
Gender

Gender
Female
Male

LLFDI Demographics

1
9
17
11
5
66
9.739
66.35
54, 61, 62, 66

2.3%
20.9%
39.5%
25.6%
11.7%

40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90+
Mean age for
CABG
(STS, 2010)
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64.9

Descriptive statistics conducted on each LLFDI variable at each time period
revealed skew & kurtosis values which supported the assumptions of normality in 7 out
of 9 variables. To be certain, because 2 variables (Disability Frequency at one year
postoperative and Function Total at one year postoperative) were heavily skewed and
kurtotic, and sample size was small, equivalent non-parametric test was also run, which
still revealed roughly the same significances as the parametric test. Therefore, although
some assumptions of normality were violated, normality was assumed as ANOVA is
robust and a more powerful design than the non-parametric equivalent tests to conduct
the data analyses for the quantitative aspect of the methodology.

Group Means
At preoperative, group means for the three LLFDI components of functional
status were: M=62.34 (SD= 8.90) for Function Total, M=51.80 (SD=6.20) for Disability
Frequency, and M=75. 65 (SD= 14.93) for Disability Limitation, which is consistent with
the “moderate to slight limitation” classification13,14 (Table 3.2). Mean difference
preoperative to six weeks postoperative and six weeks to one year was not significant for
any of the LLFDI components. Group means at one year postoperative (based on
significant mean difference preoperative to one year postoperative) were: M=65.82
(SD=10.99) for Function Total and M=57.79 (SD=12.48) for Disability Frequency,
which is consistent with the “slight limitation” classification13,14 (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2
Four Levels of Functional Limitation
(Based on converted mean LLFDI scaled 0-100 scores)18,19
Classification

Total Function

Disability Frequency

Disability Limitation

Severe Limitation

41.7

44.3

55.4

Moderate Limitation

53.2

49.5

63.5

Slight Limitation

65.6

53.6

73.8

No Limitation

75.6

58.1

82.5

Repeated Measures ANOVA
Repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the three time measures and each
of the three LLFDI components for functional status (n=29) (Table 3.3). Repeated
measures ANOVA sphericity assumption was met and Function Total was significantly
affected by time, F (2, 56) = 3.232, p=.047, which meant that patients’ ability to perform
routine activities significantly changed over time (Table 3.4). Preoperative Total
Function scores (M=62.34, SD= 8.90) were not significantly different from 6 week
postoperative scores (M=62.97, SD=8.70) but were significantly lower than one year
postoperative scores (M=65.82, SD=10.99), as revealed by post hoc tests using
Bonferroni adjustment (M difference = +3.48, SE=1.48, p= .026).
The sphericity assumption was violated for Disability Frequency, but using
Greenhouse-Geisser correction, repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant
differences over time for Disability Frequency, F (1.53, 42.70) = 5.49, p= .013, Ɛ = .763,
indicating subject participation in social life tasks significantly changed over time (Table
3.4). Specifically, preoperative Disability Frequency scores (M=51.80, SD=6.20) were
significantly lower than one year postoperative scores (M=57.79, SD=12.48), which
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indicated that social task participation significantly increased from preoperative to one
year postoperative (M difference = +5.98, SE=2.19, p=.033 (Table 3.3) as revealed by
post hoc pairwise comparison tests using Bonferroni adjustment.
Table 3.3
Functional Status (LLFDI)—Group Mean Changes Over Time
Variable

Time

Mean

Std. Deviation

LLFDI Limitation
Classification18,19

Function total

Preoperative

62.3424

8.90171

Moderate to Slight

N=29

6 Weeks Postoperative

62.9655

8.70044

Moderate to Slight

1 Year Postoperative

65.8210

10.98957

Slight

(PreOp to 1 Year PostOp)

M Difference

+ 3.4786

1.48 (SE)

Disability Frequency

Preoperative

51.8141

6.20402

Moderate to Slight

N=29

6 Weeks Postoperative

52.9041

8.17441

Moderate to Slight

1 Year Postoperative

57.7921

12.48259

Slight

(PreOp to 1 Year PostOp)

M Difference

+ 5.978

2.19 (SE)

Disability Limitation

Preoperative

75.6497

14.93365

Slight

N=29

6 Weeks Postoperative

75.6317

15.57000

Slight

Disability Limitation

1 Year Postoperative

81.6524

15.44953

Slight

(PreOp to 1 Year PostOp)

M Difference

+ 6.0207

2.55 (SE)

.026*

.033*

* p < .05 denotes statistical significance

The higher the mean score = the more functional, less disabled the individual
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Sig.

.075

Disability Limitation was not significantly affected by time (p=.098), which meant that
capabilities in performing social life tasks did not significantly change preoperatively to
postoperatively (Table 3.4).

Table 3.4
Main Effect of Time on Functional Status (each LLFDI Component)
Variable

Sphericity Test

Df

F

Sig

Functional total

Sphericity Assumed

(2, 56)

3.232

.047*

Disability Frequency

Greenhouse Geisser

(1.53, 42.70)

5.494

.013*

Disabiltiy Limitation

Sphericity Assumed

(2,56)

2.423

.098

Figure 3.2. Structured phone interview questions at one year postoperatively.
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Perceived Quality of Life…One Year Later
Twenty-three subjects responded to phone calls made approximately one year
status-post their open heart surgery and the first analysis on subjects’ incidents were
compared and similarities were grouped into categories (Table 3.5). Ninety-one percent
(21/23) returned to their own home, and 15/23 specifically to their spouse‘s care.
Seventy percent of the subjects had premorbid issues, which limited mobility and quality
of life to some extent. Of those subjects, 44% had low back pain and 38% had joint
arthritis. Of the 70% that had lingering complaints postoperatively, the majority (n=9)
was related to chest incision pain, numbness, or hypersensitivity and next most common
at thirteen percent (n=2), was lingering atrial fibrillation/flutter. All but three of the
subjects (87%), reported their physical endurance was at least the same, if not better than
before surgery and 91% (21/23) stated an improved current activity level which ranged
between “moderate/good” and “fantastic.” Examining current activities, subjects fell into
at least one of four categories: walking regularly (n=9), routinely participating in
recreational activities (n=10), taking part in a structured exercise program (n=7); or
returning to work at least part time (n=5). Thirty percent (n=7) stated they were now
limited in some way that they were not previously, as a result of the surgery. Most
commonly, these subjects either had decreased left arm strength or reduced walking
distance (both n=3). When asked in the interview if surgery was worth going through,
interestingly, five subjects (22%) were “on the fence” and one subject adamantly said no,
despite the common response given of, “I wouldn’t still be here if I hadn’t had it done.”
There were also five subjects who had current medical issues impacting their quality of
life, but none were cardiac or orthopedic related. When asked how quality of life had
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changed since surgery, nine subjects (39%) reported no difference/stayed same, but 14
reported changes physically (noted in task), psychologically (emotional insight given),
and/or symptomatically (lessened cardiopulmonary symptoms).

Table 3.5
Quality of Life - Open Coding Responses
Questions
1. Return Home with
Whom

2. PreOp Med Issues

3. Lingering Complaints

4. Physical Endurance

5. Current Activity Level
6. Kinds of Activities

7. Tasks Cannot Do Now

8. Was it Worth it

9. Current Med Issues

10. How has QOL changed

Coded Categories (n=23)
Home with someone (21);
Home w/spouse -15;
Home w/children, friends/neighbors
checking - 5
Yes (16):
Low back pain - 7
CVA - 2
SOB
-2
Arthritis - 6
Dialysis -1
Yes (16):
Chest incision (sore, numb, hypersensitive)
–9
A fib/flutter - 2
Same or better (20):
Same - 4; little better - 6; lot better -10

Not home right away (2)

None (7)

None (7)

Lost some (3)

Moderate to very good (21)

Low/decreased (2)

Walking - 9
Functional or Recreational activities -10
Yes (6):
Can’t lift as much (LUE weakness) - 3
Can’t walk as far - 3
Balance -1
Decreased LUE ROM -1

Structured Ex program - 7
Returned to work - 5

Yes (17/23):
“Would be dead otherwise” - 10
“Definitely worth it” - 7
Yes (5/23):
Colon CA -1
Dysphagia
-1
Prostate issues -1
Hernia -1
Weight loss-1

No (1/23);
On the fence - 5

Changed for the better (14):
Physically/task-related - 9
Psychologically/Emotionally - 5
Cardiopulmonary symptoms - 3
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Nothing (17)

None (18/23)

Same/not changed (9);
“Only did it for my wife”2
“Surgery didn’t help”- 1
“Can’t say it was”- 1

Axial Coding
Making connections between categories within the overall sample, revealed that
the majority of subjects in this population (n=16; 70%) had notable preoperative medical
issues which affected quality of life and lingering postoperative complaints primarily
from the chest incision or arrhythmia. Eighty-seven percent (20/23) returned home for
recovery with some kind of support and despite varied degrees of activity and endurance
now, the consensus (74%) reported that surgery was worth going through. How surgery
changed their quality of life remained mixed with 61% responding positively to 39%
giving neutral or negative feedback. Subjects seemed to interpret change in quality of
life, positively or negatively, from a physical (task-related), psychological (emotion
driven), or symptom perspective, regardless of activity or endurance level reported.
There was a unique subgroup (n = 4; 17%) who felt quality of life was not better
and either doubted or denied surgery was worth going through. In fact, two individuals
gave the same response, verbatim, that they only did it for their spouse and if not for
them, they would not have gone through with the surgery. Tracing these four individuals’
responses across other categories, interestingly all four subjects denied any current or
preoperative medical issues, with the exception of long-term dialysis dependence for one,
yet nothing that had limited their quality of life. This subgroup routinely participated in
functional tasks (farming, yard work, baking); one also participated in a structured
exercise routine involving machines; and one returned to work part-time. All four
subjects rated their current activity level between “okay” and “very good,” but in
contrast, only 2/4 felt their physical endurance was good or very good, while the other
two reported that their endurance had decreased and got “tired quicker,” despite their
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activity reported above. Finally, all four subjects returned home for recovery with some
kind of support (three had spousal support; one had their children’s support); however, on
follow-up questioning, none of them had any additional support network in place, which
was in sharp contrast to the other 19 subjects.
There was one other subgroup (n=6; 26%) who clearly had postoperative
complications that lingered (5/6) and tasks they could not do currently that they could do
before surgery (all 6) that warranted further exploration. Since two of the subjects were
part of the first subset, they were removed from this data analysis to avoid overlapping
results. This subset of four reported continued problems with left chest area
numbness/pain and one still had limited use of the left arm. Additionally, three of the
subjects had current medical issues which were being investigated by doctors and which
negatively impacted their quality of life. Despite these issues, current physical endurance
ranged from “good” to “tremendously improved” for all four subjects and activity level
ranged from “good” to “pretty good,” with the exception of one admitting that they were
not yet back to where they were before surgery. Additionally, when asked what kind of
activities this subset did currently, all four individuals participated in routine functional
or recreational activities and three (75% of subset; 43% of sample) participated in a
structured exercise routine involving machines. Whether surgery was worth it, seventyfive percent of this subgroup (n=3) reported with almost identical responses, that they
would not still be here if they had not had the surgery, and the forth was extremely
thankful for the procedure. How surgery changed their quality of life varied somewhat
with one subject having responded “no real influence on it,” but the other three responded
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favorably with resolved cardiopulmonary symptoms, physical (task-related) changes
noted, or psychological (emotional) insight gained.

Mixed Comparison Analysis
In comparing LLFDI trends to phone interview responses, all but four (83%) of
the entire study population (19/23) demonstrated improvement in at least one of the
following categories of functional status: disability frequency, disability limitation, or
function total. Of the four subjects that showed no improvement in any area of functional
status according to the LLFDI, three of the four subjects were of the subset who felt
quality of life was not better and either doubted or denied surgery was worth going
through.
There was another subset (n=10) from the LLFDI data, who improved in all three
areas of functional status, from preoperative to one year postoperative and who also
demonstrated unique characteristics from their phone interviews. This subgroup was
much like the subset n= 6, having both preoperative medical issues (60%) and lingering
postoperative complications (60%) as well as tasks they could not do now that they could
before surgery (20%). However, when asked their current activity level, 8 out of 10
reported anywhere from “good” to “fantastic” and 9 out of 10 rated current physical
endurance as “better” to “much better” with the only outlier reflecting that they didn’t
realize how bad it [endurance] was until after surgery. This subset was unanimous in
reporting surgery was worth having and 5 out of 10 conveyed that they would not still be
here if they had not gone through with it. The question asking how surgery changed their
quality of life, produced positive responses in all three areas (physically, psychologically,
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symptomatically). Upon closer examination using the constant comparative method,
another nuance discovered was the frequent reference to family, their support and love,
and a renewed ability to enjoy them in some fashion. This reference was followed up
again with the initial question of who they returned home with initially. Eight out of ten
returned home to some kind of support, and of the two outliers, one went to transitional
care short term and another to rehab for 2 weeks before both went home alone, however,
all 10 individuals in this subset had an extensive support network in place.

Discussion
Recovery from cardiac surgery appears to be a lengthy process as demonstrated
by this study. Participation in social life tasks (Disability Frequency) and routine
physical activities (Function Total) significantly improved from preoperative to one year
postoperative, but not from preoperative to 6 weeks postoperative. These findings are
consistent with prior longitudinal studies that explored functional status changes after
CABG surgery,9,23 but unique to them because this study included preoperative data with
which to compare. Cardiac surgery entails a major operation, typically including sternal
precautions for 6 weeks, supporting the reasons why patients did not report significant
improvement at only six weeks after surgery. The qualitative data further confirmed this
truth with the extent of lingering postoperative complaints reported, ranging from two to
three months postoperatively to still remaining one year later.
Based on the results of the LLFDI measurements, subjects overall resumed but
did not surpass their baseline (preoperative) functional status levels at one year
postoperatively. Qualitative data helped provide added support for this timeline with
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consistent comments that at seven and even eleven months post-surgery, subjects still
reported functional limitations with resuming life as before. At 12 months, however,
subjects were now “doing construction 4-5 hours a day and walking about 3 miles, 3-4
times/week” and “walking the dog daily, walking the beach about 3 miles, and back to
working full-time as a hairdresser.” This finding was relatively consistent with some of
the other research which indicated functional recovery by 12 months post-cardiac
surgery.5,12 This study further added to the body of knowledge by using a validated tool
(LLFDI)16 specifically designed to measure function and disability over time. With the
reality that individuals heal at different rates and some subjects were still not back to
baseline one year postoperatively, future research using the LLFDI may want to be
explored extending the postoperative time to 18 months.
The results also revealed that subjects’ limitation in social life tasks (Disability
Limitation) did not prove to be significant at any of the time periods and was not
influenced by gender or age (influence of gender and age discussed in more detail in the
first paper). LaPier & Mizner (2009)18 published a study which calculated the LLFDI
minimally detectable changes for the three functional status components and calculated
the Disability Limitation component as being 16.7, which was a result of high standard
deviation measurements. The Disability Limitation minimally detectable change
measurement is in high contrast to the 7.8 minimally detectable change for the Disability
Frequency component and 4.3 for the Function Total component (at 95% confidence
interval), per the LaPier & Mizner study.18Given the wide variance in responses for
Disability Limitation, the change needed to exceed the level of measurement error in
order to detect meaningful change in Disability Limitation was not likely to be reached
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with this small sample size. Furthermore, unlike the frequency to which one participates
in social life tasks (Disability Frequency), as found in this sample, which recorded
participation in a variety of different personal and social activities, Disability Limitation
refers to one’s capability in participating. These subjects demonstrated great variety in
their physical capabilities at one year postoperatively, as confirmed by the interview
responses on activity level and physical endurance, which helps to explain the wide range
of scores around the mean, reaffirmed in their quantitative data on Disability Limitation.
This variance, however, may have inflated the risk of a type II error and reduced the
overall power.
A major strength of this study was in its design, as a mixed-methods approach,
which enabled us to fully explore the relationship between functional status and quality
of life as well as expose the influencing covariate, social support. What appears to be
occurring is a direct relationship between the two variables, in which both functional
status and quality of life display improvement in the presence of an extensive support
network. Likewise, when functional status was not improved, quality of life was also not
perceived to be better and a support network, other than a spouse or grown child, was
absent. Social support or lack thereof has been well researched over the years, with Waltz
(1986) discovering that there are certain types of people that are more likely to “master
adaptive tasks” postoperatively, and those types are ones who are 1) satisfied in life; 2)
mutually content in their marriage; or 3) belong to a network.26 Marital status and
strength of a marital relationship, although not a concentration of this study, has also been
shown to impact physical function and recovery26,27 in the CABG population.28,29 Waltz
determined that social support acts as a “buffer” to stress.26 On the contrary, numerous
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studies have found that people who lack a social network or reside alone, are less likely
to improve their physical status and are at an increased risk of functional decline.27,30-33
Additionally, Oxman & Hull (1997) discovered certain social support components were
more apt to predict depression 6 months after cardiac surgery, and one in particular being
those with perceived adequate friend support were less likely to be depressed.34
Incidentally, one of the subjects in this study reportedly lived alone and had “no help but
[was] okay,” continued to suffer postoperatively from depression, which was still present
at the one year follow-up interview.
Conducting this study at a single site with a sample of convenience (e.g., all onpump, elective cases) and no control group certainly challenges the ability to generalize
findings to this population from a quantitative perspective. The sample size was
sufficient, however, for the qualitative component and responses reached saturation for
each phone interview question. Furthermore, the nuance of social support influence that
was obtained through mixed-methods remains a valid finding. Future studies may want
to explore the influence of social support on postoperative functional status changes using
the LLFDI and compare different cardiac surgical approaches (e.g., on-pump versus offpump; minimally invasive versus sternotomy). From a clinical perspective, these
findings should be confirmation to the health care profession how essential it is to screen
these patients preoperatively regarding information about their social support network,
not just for discharge planning purposes, but for potential psychological impact on
recovery as well. Since lack of social support may set the stage for certain individuals to
develop postoperative depression which can linger, health care providers should be more
attune to look for these signs and symptoms. Furthermore, predetermined alternate
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discharge arrangements and locations (e.g., home versus skilled nursing facility) may
need to be a discussion with the patient who resides alone or has minimal social support.
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CHAPTER IV
IS PREOPERATIVE FUNCTIONAL STATUS ASSOCIATED WITH
POSTOPERATIVE MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY IN
ELECTIVE OPEN HEART PATIENTS?

Introduction
Because cardiac surgery has the potential to cause adverse outcomes, a set of risk
factors (recent events such as myocardial infarction or unstable angina) as well as
medical history (e.g., diabetes, hypertension, prior cardiac surgery) are considered when
surgeons estimate likelihood of mortality or morbidity (complications).1-5 Physiological
factors like body mass index and advanced age have more recently been accepted as
additional cardiac surgery variables,5-8 The effects of preoperative functional status have
not been adequately evaluated to date.8-12 This study aims to examine the relationship
between preoperative functional status and postoperative mortality and morbidity in
elective open heart patients.
Coronary artery disease is the leading cause of death worldwide.5 As patients
continue to live longer, the decision becomes less clear on whether the benefits outweigh
the risks of undergoing coronary bypass surgery. As part of the cardiac surgery guideline
revisions in 2008, patients of advanced age (at least 70 years old) accounted for 50% of
cardiac surgeries performed in North America and 78% of the combined major
complications (morbidities) and deaths (mortalities).5 In terms of valve surgery and
aortic valve replacement in particular, older adults (≥ 70 years of age) accounted for 3078

40% of the cases turned down for surgical intervention, despite evidence of surgical
success in their age group.3 In this same age bracket, more than 25% of these older
Americans were functionally limited by cardiovascular disease, according to the United
States Census Bureau.9
Heart disease, either coronary or valvular in nature, is typically a silent disease
which progresses gradually over time. It is not until changes are seen in endurance,
physical mobility and/or socialization (one's quality of life), that the impact of the disease
becomes evident. Likewise, changes in functional status are gradual over time and affect
not only physical, emotional and mental well-being, but may interfere with the recovery
process. Functional status, as defined for use in this study, is the ability to function
physically, perform tasks with both upper and lower extremities, to a degree which
provides satisfaction in valued areas of life such as activities of daily living, recreational
activities, and interpersonal relationships.
In research, “impaired functional status” has become somewhat synonymous with
the term “frailty,” and its association with mortality and morbidity has been studied
primarily in the inpatient, non-surgical population. Narain et al studied older adult
inpatients with varied diagnoses and concluded that, more than the admitting diagnosis,13
decreased functional status was the strongest predictor of 6-month mortality, prolonged
length of stay, and readmissions to the hospital. Inouye et al found a strong association
between impaired functional status and mortality among older, non-cardiac patients in the
hospital setting, which prompted the recommendation for risk adjustment tools to include
a functional status variable, especially for older patients.14 Purser et al determined that
there was a strong association between slow gait speed (a dimension of frailty) using a
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short walk test (referred to as the 5-m gait speed test), and 6-month mortality in
hospitalized patients treated for coronary artery disease, and also recommended adding
some frailty component to risk assessments.15 Cervera et al were one of the few to study
the effect of preoperative functional status on mortality in the coronary artery bypass
graft (CABG) population, though the definition of impaired functional status was limited
to anyone who used assistance or an assistive device to ambulate, or had equipment needs
such as dialysis or oxygen.9 Interestingly, Cervera et al did not find limited functional
status to be a predictor of early morbidity or mortality with CABG patients, however, this
was a veteran only population, composed almost exclusively of males.9 A large Canadian
study by Lee et al examined patients undergoing elective cardiac surgery and concluded
those who had higher mortality rates were predominately the ones considered frail (those
who had impaired ambulation or limited daily living activities)10 Lee et al did not
compare their “frailty” sub-group to any cardiac risk score for predictive validity,
however.
From a clinical perspective, cardiac surgeons have universally accepted risk score
assessment systems5,16,17 such as the EuroSCORE17 or Parsonnet score17 to predict
mortality and morbidity risk. The Society of Thoracic Surgeons (STS) risk scoring
model is the national standard used in the United States.8 Despite their wide use and
acceptability, risk score systems produce only modest mortality predictions, statistically
speaking, and perform poorly in predicting morbidity, as they were not originally
intended or designed to detect morbidity risk. 8,12,16,17 Cardiac risk models do not take into
consideration patients’ functional status as part of the risk stratification calculation5,8,17
despite the fact that the most recent American College of Cardiology valve treatment
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guideline revision in 2012 acknowledged that frailty (a.k.a. “impaired functional status”
in research) may be an important outcome predictor in high-risk populations especially.3
STS made a recommendation in May, 2011, that preoperative functional measures
such as gait speed be added to the STS database for adult patients pending cardiac
surgery, in order to aid in stratifying risk.8,18 This recommendation was based on
findings from a multicenter study in the USA and Canada lead by Afilalo et al which
concluded that slow gait speed utilizing a 5-m distance demonstrated a 2-3 fold increase
in STS-predicted mortality or major morbidity. Going beyond the 5-m walk test,
Sundermann et al found some significant associations in their more comprehensive frailty
assessment and its predictive validity with respect to early and 1-year mortality as well as
morbidity in elective cardiac surgery patients.11-12 The comprehensive assessment of
frailty (CAF) tool by Sundermann et al, however, is laborious to conduct for clinicians,
and as yet, has not shown to be superior to cardiac risk score assessments.11 There has
been limited preoperative functional data collected to date since the STS announcement
and no standardized approach taken with this recommendation to evaluate its impact on
mortality and morbidity risk.8-12,18,19
The gold standard for measuring physical function and capacity has been the sixminute walk test but it only accounts for the “physical” component.20,21 The Late-Life
Function and Disability Instrument (LLFDI) is a self-reported questionnaire specifically
targeting a wide variety of physical activities (function) and social life tasks (disability
status), which defines one’s functional status.22 This outcome tool was designed to assess
community-dwelling and ambulating 75 to 90 year old adults, and its use has been
validated on patients with cardiovascular disease and post-cardiac surgery.21,23-26 The
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LLFDI correlated significantly with the six-minute walk test, but also with the 4.5m walk
test, Short Physical Performance Battery, Timed Up and Go, and the Short Form 36 (all
widely accepted functional measures) in its concurrent validity, reliability, precision, and
responsiveness with diverse patient populations.27-30 More comprehensive and perhaps
more unique than any of the above tests mentioned, the LLFDI also indicates aspects on
recreational participation and community socialization which significantly impacts one’s
quality of life and makes this an appropriate tool to use with the cardiac surgical
population.
As of 2010, the risk-adjusted mortality rate for isolated CABG was 2.1%1 and
2.6% for isolated AVR3 per the 2012 updated guidelines, yet admittedly these models fail
to include potentially influential risk factors such as impaired functional status.3 While
the LLFDI has been proven valid and reliable as a tool to measure functional status in a
comparable population, to date, there have not been any published studies exploring its
predictive validity with respect to mortality and morbidity.30

Methods
Study Design
A non-experimental design using a prospective cohort of subjects undergoing
elective cardiac surgery from Saint Vincent Health Center between June and December
2010 was assembled. Preoperative baseline data was obtained to calculate mortality and
morbidity risk and follow-up postoperative data was abstracted at one year to calculate
actual mortality and morbidity events. Regression analysis was conducted to assess the
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relationship between the LLFDI preoperative score (independent/predictor variable) to
the STS mortality and morbidity risk scores (dependent/outcome variables).

Participants
Subjects included in this study were at least 18 years old, able to communicate
fluently in English, and underwent one of the following elective cardiac surgeries: initial
or redo coronary artery bypass graft (CABG), valve repair/replacement, or any valve/
CABG combination procedure. If elective cardiac surgery became emergency surgery or
a subject failed to submit or sufficiently complete their preoperative LLFDI form, they
were excluded/ terminated from the study. Consecutive subjects were screened after they
were scheduled to undergo cardiac surgery which involved CABG, valve
repair/replacement, or valve and CABG combination surgery. Eligible subjects were
asked to complete a LLFDI questionnaire preoperatively and this served as the predictor
variable for this study. This study was approved by the human subjects review
committees at Saint Vincent Health Center and Western Michigan University.

Measures
Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument (LLFDI)
In this study, functional status was measured using only the Functional
component of the LLFDI tool. The Disability component focuses more on recreational
tasks and community socialization than the daily movements and limitations asked in the
Function component.22-24 Since both the Function and Disability components each have
strong validity and reliability, they can be used as stand-alone tests.21-24,29 The Function
component is made up of (32) questions using a 0 to 5 Likert scale that start with asking,
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“How much difficulty do you have?” on routine physical actions and daily activities such
as making a bed or walking up a flight of stairs.22,24 The higher the Function score, the
more functionally able/active one is. Each question carries a different weight,21-24,29
therefore, the raw scores were converted to 0-100 scaled scores using an accompanying
LLFDI computer program.

STS Risk Calculator
The specific demographic and clinical patient information found in Table 4.1 has
been identified by the STS to collectively constitute the significant mortality and
morbidity risk predictors in cardiac surgery,13,14,16,17,31 and is the same information used
to calculate these two outcome variables for this study. The STS cardiac risk score
calculator data version 2.81 was developed in 2007 and allows health care workers and
researchers to estimate individual mortality and morbidity risk for cardiac surgery by
entering individual clinical data points based on these predicted risks.4 With assistance
from the STS data abstractor (someone who locates and receives information from
medical records and prepares the data for a requester), preoperative clinical data were
derived from chart reviews prospectively to determine the initial mortality risk, which
was calculated using the STS risk calculator version 2.81. The STS-mortality risk (in
percentage) is based on 24 covariates3 (“Preoperative data” column in Table 4.1),
individually weighed, and involves mathematical formulas for deriving the end
calculations which are all proprietary information of STS.4 The STS risk calculator
version 2.81 also provides a combined “mortality or morbidity risk” estimate (in
percentage) from the same calculation method used to estimate mortality risk. For this
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study, the morbidity risk was calculated by subtracting the estimated “mortality risk”
score from the “mortality or morbidity risk” score, since STS does not directly estimate
morbidity on its own.
Actual adverse events, which comprise the basis for morbidity risk according to
the STS, is a composite based on any of the following 5 major complications (found in
“Postoperative Data” in Table 4.1): stroke (permanent neurologic event >24 hours as
confirmed by diagnostic testing), renal failure (new requirement for dialysis or creatinine
level at 3-fold increase from preoperative level), prolonged ventilation (>24 hours or
reintubation required), deep sternal wound infection (requiring operative intervention and
antibiotic therapy with positive cultures), and need for reoperation (due to major
bleeding), as well as postoperative death (all-cause by 30 days and by one yearpostoperative).4,5,8 The frequency of major complications (a.k.a. adverse events, bolded
in Table 4.1 under “Postoperative Data”) were calculated in this study and compared
against the individual’s predicted morbidity risk score as estimated by the LLFDI.
Because mortality and morbidity data is often extended beyond the patients’
hospitalization, including postoperative data at 30 days and as far out as one year,16,31
retrospective data abstraction was also used to capture this trend. The additional
postoperative clinical data (entire “Postoperative Data” column in Table 4.1) were
abstracted prospectively from chart reviews during the subject’s hospitalization and again
retrospectively one year post-surgery, in order to calculate actual complications
(morbidity events stated above), any readmissions within 30 days, as well as any listing
of death (checked in medical records and obituary searches statewide). Data from the
subjects’ medical records (Table 4.1) were accessed and extracted using McKesson
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Electronic Medical Record Systems and MIS medical records and compiled on a disc. All
information was transferred onto an Excel spreadsheet, de-identified, and verified for
accuracy against the hardcopy, which was then destroyed.

Table 4.1
Data Abstracted for STS Risk Estimates and Actual Postoperative Events
Preoperative
Specific cardiac procedure
Age
Gender
Ethnicity
Ejection fraction % (EF)
NYHA Class/heart failure
Creatinine level
Body Mass Index (height/weight)
Number of vessel disease
Cardiac presentation/symptoms
Myocardial Infarction history
Cerebral and peripheral vascular
disease
Prior coronary intervention
(timeframe)
Hypertension (history/management)
Immun Arrhthmia (atrial fibrillation
type ocompromise history)
Inotrope meds or Balloon Pump use
preoperatively
Endocarditis (presence/management)
Diabetes (history/management)
Cardiovascular surgery incidence
(previous CAB or valve)

Postoperative
Intubation > 24 hours (and re-intubation)
Deep sternal infection
Neurologic event (confirmed by brain CT or
MRI)
Postoperative bleeding (if return to surgery)
Mortality (≤ 30-days and all-cause at 1-year)
Creatinine within 72 hours (compared to preop level)
Blood products required (type and amount)
Total cross-clamp time on bypass pump
Adverse arrhythmia (pacemaker or
defibrillator required)
Any comorbidities (new
diagnoses/progression)
Total postoperative length of stay

Data Analysis
All data were analyzed using the statistical package Stata 14 (StataCorp, College
Station, TX). Study demographics were collected (Table 4.2) on gender, age, and
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race/ethnicity as well as preoperative functional status (measured by the LLFDI Function
Total score), and surgical mortality and morbidity risk as based on the STS risk calculator
scores (in percentage). Descriptive statistics on the sample demographics were examined
for frequency distribution and assumptions of normality. Ordinary least square
regression was conducted to estimate mortality and morbidity risk using preoperative
functional status (LLFDI Function Total) as the explanatory variable. Negative binomial
regression was conducted to estimate the frequency and probability of adverse events
(major complications) utilizing the LLFDI. Data were considered significant at p < 0.05.

Results
Baseline Demographics and Variable Distribution
The study cohort consisted of 43 subjects with completed preoperative LLFDIs
for analysis (Figure 4.1). Subjects ranged from 45 to 83 years with a mean age of 66 ±
9.7 years; 28% were female and 95% were Caucasian (Table 4.2). All 43 subjects were
alive 30 days postoperative; however, one (2.3%) subject had died within one year postsurgery. Eighty-four percent of the cohort underwent coronary bypass graft surgery
(initial or redo), but for analysis purposes, all cardiac surgical procedures were combined,
including valve surgeries, which made up 16% (repair, replacement, or in combination
with bypass surgery).
Functional status, mortality and morbidity risk scores were assessed for normality,
however; both mortality and morbidity risk scores evidenced significant departure from
normality when Shapiro-Wilk test was conducted. Quantile-normal plots were generated
to determine best fit for transformation and log transformation was determined for both
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outcome variables. After the necessary variables were transformed, all the assumptions
of normality were met for analysis purposes.

Figure 4.1. Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument (LLFDI) data flow diagram.
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Table 4.2
Patient Characteristics (based on n=43)
Patient Characteristics

LLFDI demographics

(based on n=43)

(based on n=150)

Gender

Age

Female

12 (28%)

23%

Male

31 (72%)

77%

Range 45 – 83 years
64.9*

M = 66.35 (SD 9.74)

Race/Ethnicity

Surgical Approach

Caucasian

41 (95%)

84%

Hispanic or Latino

1 (2%)

5%

African American

1 (2%)

7%

CABG— on pump 30 (72.1%)

---

CABG— off pump 5 (11.6%)
CABG - both types combined,
35 (83.7%)
Valve replacement /repair or with
CABG
8 (16.3%)

---

Preoperative
Functional Status

LLFDI Function Total
(score range 0-100)
M = 61.39 (SD 9.41)

Mortality Risk (%)

M = 1.47 (SD 1.31)

-----

M = 62.9 (SD 13.0)

n/t

M = 10.23 (SD 4.27)
Morbidity Risk (%)
LLFDI = Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument
* mean age for bypass surgery (STS, 2010)
n/t = not tested
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n/t

Regression Analysis
The regression of mortality risk on functional status was found to be significant, F
(1, 41) = 4.96, p = .032, providing an adjusted R 2 = 0.086. Function Total yielded a
significant negative association with mortality risk, β = -0.328. Regression diagnostics
indicated that normality of residuals and homoscedasticity assumptions were met.
Analysis to detect influential observations using Cook’s distance revealed the presence of
two potentially influential cases. Both cases were deleted and the analysis was rerun.
The equation for mortality (Table 4.3) was found to be significant, F (1, 39) = 4.75, p=
0.035, with an adjusted R 2 = 0.086, and Function Total yielded a significant negative
association with mortality risk, β = -0.329.

Table 4.3
Bivariate Least Squares Regression Analysis: Mortality Risk (N=41)
Variable

B

SE B

β

Adjusted R2 ╪

Functional Total

-0.044

0.013

-0.469*

0.086

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01
╪

Adjusted R2 was based on reverse transformation of the dependent variable

The equation for morbidity risk was not significant, F (1, 41) = 2.66, p = 0.11, providing
an adjusted R2 = 0.038. Function Total yielded a significant negative association with
morbidity risk, β = -0.247. Normality of residuals and homoscedasticity assumptions
were met. Analysis for the presence of influential observations using Cook’s distance
revealed one potentially influential case. The regression equation for morbidity
following deletion of this observation (Table 4.4) was found to be significant, F (1, 40) =
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4.89, p= 0.033, with an adjusted R2 = 0.087 and Function Total yielded a significant
negative association with morbidity risk, β = -0.328.

Table 4.4
Bivariate Least Squares Regression Analysis: Morbidity Risk (N = 42)
Variable

B

SE B

β

Adjusted R2 ╪

Functional Total

-0.014

0.006

-0.328*

0.087

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01
╪

Adjusted R2 was based on reverse transformation of the dependent variable

Results for the negative binomial regression analysis appear in Table 4.5.
Estimation of the counts for postoperative complications as estimated by Function Total
failed to reach significance (Wald χ2 = 0.34, p = .56), which provided a pseudo R2= .009.
Consequently, probabilities for frequencies of adverse events (major complications)
could not be reliably calculated.

Table 4.5
Negative Binomial Regression Analysis: Frequency of Complications (N=43)
Variable

B

SE B

Pseudo R2

Functional Total

-0.031

0.053

0.009

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01
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Discussion
Preoperative functional status, as measured by LLFDI Function Total, yielded
significant findings in predicting both mortality and morbidity risk in elective cardiac
surgery. Although the LLFDI outcome measure has been widely used with the cardiac
population (eg, cardiac rehab post-bypass surgery, coronary heart disease, congestive
heart failure),26,30,32 to date, this is the only known research study to have explored the
predictive validity of the LLFDI in terms of mortality and morbidity risk in elective
cardiac surgery patients.30 What is not known is how much of the variance for mortality
or morbidity risk can be accounted for by LLFDI preoperative Function Total. With such
a small sample size, comparing the LLFDI is infeasible against such an exhaustive list of
cardiac surgery risk factors that includes every possible influencing variable.5,8,9 A larger
sample in the future would help detect if clinically relevant effects occurred and may
strengthen the overall power of this study.
Despite the overall significance found with the LLFDI, there were two cases
deemed the exception as they were flagged as unduly influencing the mortality risk
results due to their individual functional scores: one was unexpectedly high and the other
was extremely low. Consequently, the LLFDI was a poor predictor of mortality risk in
these two cases. As stated earlier, there are numerous potential variables that can
influence cardiac surgery complications and mortality. It is essential to isolate as many
of the key influencing variables as possible when using surgical risk predictor tools such
as STS, otherwise calculating the estimate may be flawed, and on elective procedures
especially, accuracy is paramount. In an attempt to examine the effect of the LLFDI
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alone, there certainly could have been another unexplained covariate(s) acting or
anomalies occurring within the accounted STS variables.
The LLFDI overestimated morbidity in one case and consequently was a poor
predictor of morbidity risk in this one case. Interestingly, this case was one of the two
cases that was also problematic with regard to mortality risk. Overall, results of the
regression analysis were an accurate reflection of the association between the variables in
the vast majority of the cases. Furthermore, finding a significant association between the
LLFDI Function Total and STS morbidity risk, as well as LLFDI Function Total and STS
mortality risk, suggests that the STS cardiac risk score may need to be refined.
This study had limitations with attrition rate from obtaining consents to receiving
preoperative LLFDIs of 29% (n=22). One explanation may have been that subjects were
met briefly and typically after they just received news of needing cardiac surgery without
much time to process all of the information. Unfortunately, there is only a small window
of time (roughly two hours) to approach these potential subjects in person after all of
their consults and tests have been completed and before they are discharged. This issue
could potentially be improved in future studies by conducting a follow-up call at home 12 days after the initial contact and prior to surgery.
Conducting this study at a single site with a sample of convenience (i.e., elective,
primarily on-pump cases) without a control group certainly challenges the ability to
generalize findings to the cardiac surgery population. Closer examination of the data
revealed that all but five of the participating subjects that underwent CABG surgery
(n=35), were performed on-pump, and of the eight subjects who underwent valve repair
or replacement, three of the valve procedures was a combination valve/CABG surgery.
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Additionally, two of the valve cases were mitral valve surgeries, which naturally carry
higher mortality risk, however; all of these sub-groups were too small to do any
comparative studies on mortality and morbidity influence. Regardless of the cardiac
surgery performed, however, preoperative diminished functional status, as measured by
the Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument, is associated with an increased risk of
mortality and morbidity in patients undergoing elective cardiac surgery. The risks and
benefits of cardiac surgery should be weighed carefully and include a patient’s
preoperative functional status, especially in the case of an elective procedure.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Three-Paper Summary
The aim of this three-paper dissertation was to explore how patients’ preoperative
functional movements and limitations, known as functional status, influenced recovery
after elective open heart surgery. Functional status is complex and multi-factorial in
nature so for this research proposal, functional status was defined as an individual’s
ability to do activities within his/her regular environment, an ability that may be limited
by physical disabilities due to cardiac disease, perception of symptoms, or extend to a
variety of environmental, social and psychological factors.1 For all three studies,
functional status was measured using the Late-Life Function & Disability Instrument
(LLFDI)2-4 as this is a functional status outcome tool with strong validity and reliability5-8
specifically targeting a wide variety of physical activities and social life tasks2-4 and has
been used on the cardiac surgery population.9-10 Paper one utilized repeated measures to
examine functional status changes over time and based on gaps in literature, specifically
explored both the early recovery phase (6 weeks postoperative)11-14 as well as late
recovery (one year postoperative) phase.15-17 Paper two employed a mixed-method
approach using a structured phone interview format to examine changes in self-perceived
quality of life one year after open heart surgery and its interaction with functional status
changes (LLFDI scores). Paper three applied ordinary least squares and negative
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binomial regression to chart review data gathered retrospectively, in order to examine the
association between preoperative functional status (LLFDI score) and mortality and
morbidity risk, as based on calculated Society of Thoracic Surgeons (STS) risk scores.18

Summary of Paper One and Recommendations for Clinical Practice
The average length of stay in the hospital after open heart surgery is 5 days and
the average time for the sternal incision to close and heal is two weeks, but how long for
patients to return to or surpass their prior functional level remains unclear.18-19 With paper
one, change in functional status was examined in a longitudinal design study, to focus on
the early recovery phase, to assess if patients indicate improved functional status as early
as 6 weeks postoperative, as well as the late recovery phase, to determine if prior
functional levels are restored, surpassed, or worse by one year postoperative.
Patients who underwent elective open heart surgery demonstrated significantly
improved functional status from preoperatively to one year postoperatively, both in
performing their routine tasks and in participating more frequently in social activities, but
it is a long healing process with changes primarily occurring after six weeks
postoperatively. These findings may assist cardiac patients in what to expect for recovery
so they can make a more informed decision. Although functional status changes did not
seem to differ by gender, patients in the 70 years or older age group demonstrated
significantly lower scores on their ability to perform routine activities than their 60 to 69
and < 60 years old counterparts. Advanced age is a predictive variable already taken into
consideration on most cardiac risk score models (see Appendix C).19-20
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Summary of Paper Two and Recommendations for Clinical Practice
Functional status and quality of life appear to be directly related and improve in
the presence of an extensive support network. When social support is minimal or absent,
however, individuals should give careful consideration of all the risks and benefits for
such an extensive surgery as coronary bypass, especially in the case of an elective
procedure. Furthermore, social support plays a key role in recovery, and its absence may
set the stage for certain individuals to develop postoperative depression which can linger.
Social support or lack thereof has been well researched over the years, with Waltz
(1986) discovering that there are certain types of people that are more likely to “master
adaptive tasks” postoperatively, and those types are ones who are 1) satisfied in life; 2)
mutually content in their marriage; or 3) belong to a network.21 From a clinical
perspective, these findings should be confirmation to the health care profession how
essential it is to screen these patients preoperatively regarding information about their
social support network, not just for discharge planning purposes, but for potential
psychological impact on recovery as well. Predetermined alternate discharge
arrangements and setting may need to be a discussion with the patient who resides alone
or has minimal social support.
Besides the mental well-being and emotional benefit that a social network appears
to provide, the second paper demonstrated that there was a direct association between
functional status and patients’ perceived quality of life, influenced by social support or
lack thereof. This finding is supported in other research. In fact, those who lack a social
network or reside alone, on the contrary, are less likely to improve their physical status
and are at an increased risk of postoperative depression22 and functional decline.23-27
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Although cardiac rehabilitation is recommended to all post-surgical patients28, only 22%
attended [2010-2011 Saint Vincent patient data], which is not far below the national
average of 31% post-CABG attendees (even lower still that attend are Medicare
beneficiaries, at 12%).29-30 Interestingly, Ashton and Saccucci reported functional status
was not significantly different based on patients’ participation in cardiac rehabilitation,
but the influence of social support was not part of their study.12

Summary of Paper Three and Recommendations for Clinical Practice
Preoperative diminished functional status, as measured by the LLFDI, is
associated with an increased risk of mortality and morbidity in patients undergoing
elective cardiac surgery. Although the LLFDI outcome measure has been widely used
with the cardiac population (eg, cardiac rehab post-bypass surgery, coronary heart
disease, congestive heart failure),8,10,13 to date, this is the only known research study to
have explored the predictive validity of the LLFDI in terms of mortality and morbidity
risk in elective cardiac surgery patients.8 What remains unknown, however, is how much
of the variance does functional status account for the increased risk of postoperative
mortality or morbidity risk, in relation to all the other known cardiac risk factors.19,31,32
Thus, until additional studies are conducted (and ones with larger samples) to compare
functional status against all the key influencing variables that make up a cardiac risk
stratification score, current surgical risk predictor tools such as STS may provide a
flawed estimate. As a result of this study, it is recommended that a patient’s preoperative
functional status be careful considered among all the risks and benefits of cardiac
surgery, especially in the case of an elective procedure. From a clinical perspective, this
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may better assist patients and surgeons alike so they can work together to make a more
informed decision.

Study Limitations
Conducting this study at a single hospital with a sample of convenience (i.e.,
elective, primarily on-pump cases) without a control group certainly challenges the
ability to generalize findings to the cardiac surgery population. A significant attrition rate
(29%, n = 29) occurred right after initial consents were obtained and resulted in a small
sample size for the study. This may have been due to the timing of receiving this
information, which coincided with news of needing and having scheduled major cardiac
surgery, and the small window of time (roughly two hours) to approach these patients
with the details of participating in the research before they were discharged from hospital.
Although there was a total sample size of n = 43, as based on preoperative LLFDIs
returned, there was only 29 completed LLFDIs for all three time periods and the
relatively small n impacted the statistical power of the study and limited the ability to
reach minimally detectable change (MDC) levels with the LLFDI tool. Furthermore,
creating sub-groups for comparison from n = 29 were too small for meaningful analyses,
beyond basic descriptive statistics. This reality was most evident in the third paper,
where the patient sample was compromised of a majority of CABG cases and lent itself
to only a handful of valve cases, too few to dichotomize for further meaningful analyses.
Different cardiac surgical procedures, however, carry different mortality and morbidity
risks (mitral valve surgery naturally carries a higher mortality risk regardless of age or
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gender).19, 28 Combining dissimilar morbidity and mortality rates was a constraint of the
study.

Implications for Future Research

Although this three-paper study added to the body of knowledge on the topic of
functional status and elective open heart surgery recovery, there are several implications
for future research to explore. This repeated-measures study was one of the first to
explore changes in functional status from preoperative to as early as 6 weeks
postoperatively (often not captured in studies), and as far out as one year postoperatively
using an outcome tool specifically designed to measure functional status and one that has
been tested on patients with cardiovascular disease.2-4,9,15 However, future studies should
capture more time points between 6 weeks and one year, in order to get past the period of
sternal precautions and ascertain when recover truly takes place. Data should also be
collected 12 – 24 months postoperative, to better determine when (or if) patients surpass
their baseline functional status levels. Additionally, cardiac rehab participation should be
treated as a covariant, due to its potential to influence functional status results.
The nuance of social support influence that was obtained through mixed-methods
remains a valid finding and future studies may want to explore the influence of social
support on postoperative functional status changes using the LLFDI and compare
different cardiac surgical approaches (eg, minimally invasive versus sternotomy; onpump versus off-pump). Future research should also address the psychological impact of
open heart surgery, specifically the propensity toward postoperative depression observed
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in certain individuals, in order to gain a better understanding and perhaps some solutions
(eg, preventative counseling) for the psychological issues patients may anticipate in their
lengthy recovery.
Preoperative functional status appears to be negatively associated with mortality
and morbidity risk in elective open heart surgery patients. Additional studies are
warranted, however, and ones with larger samples, to compare preoperative functional
status against all the key influencing variables that make up cardiac risk stratification
scores. This should provide a more accurate estimate of calculating mortality and
morbidity risk in elective cardiac surgery patients with surgical risk predictor tools such
as STS.

Clinical Relevance
This research is relevant to cardiac surgeons, the patients and their loved ones,
who are each trying to balance the risks and benefits of an elective surgical procedure
from a different vantage point, in order to recommend or make the most informed
decision. Other key stakeholders are the health care providers from various disciplines
who assist in the patient’s care and recovery post-surgery through outpatient
rehabilitation: Hospitalists/internists; pharmacists; nurses; respiratory therapists;
dieticians; physical therapists; case managers; as well as the hospital administration and
board of directors who must look at surgical success in terms of complications
(morbidity) and unexpected deaths (mortality) in order to contain costs. This research
also has the potential to be relevant to future patients, in possibly assisting them in what
to expect for recovery so they too can make a more informed decision. To think more
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broadly, is the overall relevance of preoperative functional status as one of the potential
predictor variables for increased mortality and morbidity risk in open heart surgery and
yet in current day clinical practice it fails to be included among any cardiac risk
stratification calculation. This begs the question that if future research with large sample
sizes continues to explore the association between preoperative functional status and
postoperative mortality and morbidity risk in elective open heart surgery patients, then
perhaps the predictor variables for the cardiac risk stratification calculation models need
to be redefined.
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Appendix A
Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument—Function Component (p.1)
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Appendix B
Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument—Function Component (p.2)
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Appendix C
Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument—Function Component (p.3)
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Questions for those who use a walking device
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Appendix D
Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument—Disability Component (p.1)
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Appendix E
Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument—Disability Component (p.2)
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Appendix F
Structured Phone Interview Questions
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1. Did you go back to your own home when you got discharged from the hospital after
your heart surgery? And if so, who did you go home to and what kind of help did you have
there?
2. Before surgery, what other medical issues limited your mobility and how did they
affect your quality of life?
3. Did you have any lingering complaints after surgery and do you have any still?
4. How does your physical endurance seem now, compared to how it was before you
had open heart surgery? (much better, a little better, same, little worse, much worse)
choose one and then elaborate why.
5. How would you describe your current activity level?
6. What kind of physical activities do you do, besides necessary things around the
house? [The frequency and duration of each activity was asked and documented as well.]
7. Any physical tasks you cannot do since the open heart surgery (and you could do
before the surgery)? What are they?
8. One year later, now looking back: Was it worth it to you to undergo open heart
surgery? Why or why not?
9. Currently are there other medical issues not related to your heart [You don’t have to
state what they are], which are also impacting your mobility and your quality of life?
10. One year later, how has your quality of life changed since you underwent open heart
surgery?
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Appendix G
Society of Thoracic Surgeons Risk Factors
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Appendix H
Informed Consent (Initial)
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SAINT VINCENT HEALTH CENTER
Erie, Pennsylvania
CONSENT TO BE IN A RESEARCH STUDY AND AUTHORIZATION FOR
USE/DISCLOSURE
OF HEALTH INFORMATION
TITLE OF STUDY: Is preoperative functional status a predictor of postoperative
mortality, morbidity and quality of life in open heart patients?
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Kate Reynolds, PT, MPT, CCS
Subject’s Name
____________________________________________________________
Address
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Date of birth____________ MR# ________________ Phone__________________
INTRODUCTION
You are being asked by Kate Reynolds, PhD graduate student at Western Michigan
University and PT at Saint Vincent Health Center, to be in a research study, at Saint
Vincent’s, 232 West 25 Street, Erie, PA 16544, (814) 452-5000. The study is supported
in part by the Western Michigan University Interdisciplinary Health Sciences
Department.
You should note that this study involves research. Admission guidelines are used to be
sure that you have the right medical condition to be in this study. For your own wellbeing, as well as to be sure the results can help make decisions about other patients with a
similar condition, it is important that no exceptions be made to these admission
guidelines. This consent describes your role as a subject in the study.
If you refuse to be in this study, your chance to be in a future study will not be affected.
Also, you will not lose any medical benefits that you would normally have.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY: using a standardized outcome measure tool, Late-Life
Function and Disability Instrument (LLFDI). This questionnaire targets the physical
function as well as emotional and mental well-being of a person.
SUBJECTS WHO CAN BE IN THIS STUDY:
To be in this study, you must meet certain criteria. However, even if you meet all the
criteria, you might not be selected because of something that would place you at medical
risk. To be in this study, you must be/have:
 at least 18 years old,
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able to authorize your own consent (unless you have a legal
representative),
able and willing to follow the instructions given by the investigator,
able to communicate fluently in English,
heart surgery to undergo is scheduled and not emergency,
Dr recommended heart surgery includes coronary bypass grafting
(initial or redo), valve repair/replacement, or any combination of the
two (including Maze procedure for atrial fibrillation).

WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING THE STUDY? Informed consents will be
distributed to all qualifying participants in person by Kate Reynolds, PT. Kate Reynolds,
PT, will also distribute and retrieve the pre-operative questionnaire in person for those
participants who will remain hospitalized until the open heart surgery. These patients will
be instructed to self-complete the questionnaire with written instructions provided. The
patients who will be discharged and later readmitted to undergo the elected open heart
surgery will have the pre-operative questionnaire mailed to them with the same written
instructions provided and instruction to self-complete and mail back in a provided
stamped envelope addressed to the investigators. Questionnaire takes approximately 15
minutes to complete. The same questionnaire will be mailed to each participant 5 weeks
after their heart surgery with instruction to self-complete and mail back in a provided
stamped envelope addressed to the investigators by 6 weeks post-operative. Follow-up
calls by the investigators will be made to those participants that did not return a
questionnaire, at which time, participant will be reminded to self-complete and mail back
promptly, using the provided stamped envelope addressed to the investigators.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF YOU DECIDE NOT TO BE IN THE STUDY?
Your participation in the study is voluntary. You may decide to quit the study at any time
without any penalty or loss of benefits. If you decide to quit the study, please call Kate
Reynolds, PT, at (814) 452-5978. The study may be stopped by the sponsor, US FDA
and other regulatory bodies without your consent for any reason. The investigators can
remove you from the study at any time, without your consent and for any reason.
SUBJECTS EXCLUDED OR TERMINATED FROM THE STUDY:
 Elective open heart surgery becomes emergency open heart surgery
 Failure to complete the preoperative or postoperative questionnaire
 Unable to follow or comprehend the instructions
 Unable to self-complete either questionnaire
WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RISKS OR DISCOMFORTS?
There are no risks or discomforts to this study, other than time taken to complete the
questionnaire.
WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE BENEFITS OF BEING IN THIS STUDY? Your
participation in this study may provide insight to the role preoperative functional status
plays postoperatively in open heart patients. This study may also help future individuals
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when making informed decisions about undergoing elective open heart surgery.
ARE THERE OTHER TREATMENTS AVAILABLE? You do not need to be in this
study to receive treatment for your condition. Even if you refuse to be in the study, you
will still continue to receive the health care you need. It is your choice to be in the study.
You may choose not to have any treatment.
WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU HAVE A BAD EXPERIENCE?
Funds are not available from Saint Vincent Health System or the investigators to pay for
lost wages or injuries you might receive as a result of participation in this study. Any bad
experience should be reported to Kate Reynolds, PT, Saint Vincent Health Center, at
(814) 452-5978.
WHAT ARE THE COSTS OF THIS STUDY?
If you choose to take part in this study, the questionnaire material and any follow-up
questionnaires will be provided to you at no cost. All other costs of your treatment
including hospitalization, routine tests and treatments will be your responsibility and will
be billed to you or your insurance company as if you are not part of this study. However,
if your insurance company does not pay, you will be responsible for these charges.
You have the right to know that no investigators or sponsors will receive compensation
for conducting this research study.
HOW WILL THE DATA COLLECTED BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL?
All informed consents and LLFDI questionnaires will be kept in separately marked
envelopes and stored in a locked cabinet in the physical therapy department at Saint
Vincent Health Center. All questionnaires and consents will be kept for a minimum of
five years, after which, such will be destroyed using the Saint Vincent Health Center
shredder system.
HOW WILL YOUR HEALTH INFORMATION BE PROTECTED?
Your health information associated with this research study may be protected by
Regulations issued by the U.S. Government known as the Health Information Portability
Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule, 45 C.F.R. Part 164. The information will be
kept confidential but may be disclosed (shared) as required by law with your written
authorization.
Your health information that may be used or disclosed includes:
 All records concerning tests and treatment which occurs as part of the
study.
 Preexisting health information incorporated into these records.
Your health information may be used or disclosed by:
 The principal and co-investigators for the study as listed on the consent
form.
 Personnel from the investigators and co-investigators offices.
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 Saint Vincent Health Center

Your health information may be disclosed to:
 Saint Vincent Health Center Institutional Review Board (IRB) or another
IRB charged with reviewing the study to protect your rights.
 The study’s sponsors and investigators.
 Governing agencies involved in overseeing the study.
 Saint Vincent Cardiovascular Surgeons and Physician Assistants
The purpose of disclosing your information associated with this study is to
permit those involved in conducting or overseeing the study to:
 Determine its results
 Assess its safety
 Make suggestions for changes
Authorization for disclosure of your information in connection with this
study does not have an expiration date.
Your records will be maintained for at least seven years or until the study is
completed, whichever is longer.
Please note:
You do not have to agree with this authorization for disclosure of your
information, but if you do not, you may not be allowed to participate in the study.
You have the right to revoke (stop) your authorization in writing at any time. To
revoke your authorization, you must write to the Principal Investigator’s office
listed on the consent form:
Primary Investigator’s name: Kate Reynolds, PT
Primary Investigator’s address: 232 W.25th Street Erie, PA 16541
If you revoke this authorization, you may be required to drop out of the study.
Your request to revoke authorization will be acted on as quickly as possible. Any
information released before your request for revocation was received may
continue to be used. The potential exists for information which is disclosed
before the request was made to be subject to re-disclosure by the recipient and no
longer protected by the HIPAA Privacy Rule.
WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU HAVE MORE QUESTIONS?
Your questions about the research study will be answered by Kate Reynolds, PT, at (814)
452-5978. If you have questions about your rights as a research subject that you need to
discuss with someone else, you can call Saint Vincent Health Center at (814) 452-5717
and talk to an individual in the Research Office.
HOW DO YOU FIND OUT ABOUT NEW INFORMATION?
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It is the primary investigator’s job to keep you informed about any new findings in the
study. New concerns, risks or gains that may affect your choice to stay in the study will
be given to you by the primary investigator either over the phone or in a letter as soon as
possible after the information is received.
HOW DO YOU FIND OUT ABOUT THE STUDY'S RESULTS?
Any participant interested in receiving the results of the study can check the box listed on
the accompanying form, "Instructions to Participants", asking for the findings to be
sent to them via email or phone call.

SUBJECT’S STATEMENT
I had a chance to ask questions about this study. These questions were answered to my
satisfaction.
I realize that being in this study is my choice. I am not under 18 years of age. I know
that I may refuse to be in this study or quit the study at any time without penalty or loss
of health care. I also know that the primary investigator may decide at any time that I
should no longer be in this study. When I sign this consent, I do not lose any of my legal
rights for medical or financial help should I become injured because of this study. I have
read the information in this consent form. By signing this consent form, I certify that:
 all information I have given in my medical history is true and correct,
 my role in this study has been explained to me,
 I agree to be in this study, and
 I authorize the use and disclosure of my health information as
explained within this form.

I was given a copy of this consent form for my own records.
_________________________________________________
Subject’s Signature

________________
Date

_________________________________________________
Witness to Subject’s Signature

________________
Date

_________________________________________________
Investigator’s Signature

________________
Date

This consent document has been approved for use for one year by the Human Subjects
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Institutional Review Board (HSIRB) as indicated by the stamped date and signature of
the board chair in the upper right corner. Do not participate in this study if the stamped
date is older than one year.

2/2007
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Appendix I
Consent Letter (Follow-up Research One Year Later)
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June 29, 2011
Dear Prospective Participant,
You are invited once again to participate in a research study, following-up one
year after your open heart surgery. The study, “Is Preoperative Functional Status a
Predictor of Postoperative Mortality, Morbidity and Quality of Life in Open Heart
Patients?” is conducted by me, Kate Reynolds. I am a Physical Therapist at Saint
Vincent Health Center and a PhD student at Western Michigan University and conducted
the study before you underwent open-heart surgery. As you might recall, you were
mailed a brief questionnaire before surgery (some of you filled it out while in the hospital)
and again six weeks after surgery. This study is asking you to complete the exact same
questionnaire, now one year after surgery, and will compare all three questionnaire
responses for changes in functional status and quality of life over time. From your
consent in the first study, I will also review past records of when you had open-heart
surgery, to see how other risk factors, besides functional status, influenced your open
heart surgery recovery.
If you are willing to participate one last time, please complete the enclosed
questionnaire. Self-explanatory instructions are included but if you have any questions
about the questionnaire, please contact Kate Reynolds at (814) 452-5978. Completing
the questionnaire should take you only about 10 minutes to complete and needs to be
done without assistance. However, if you require help in recording your answers, only
your answers are to be recorded. There are a total of 48 questions and one section has
two columns that both need filled out. After completing your questionnaire, please use
the enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope and mail back promptly.
Your participation is completely voluntary. If you choose not to participate, you
do not need to return your questionnaire. There are no risks or benefits to you in answer
and returning the questionnaire. However, your input may shed light on changes in
quality of life and functional status for future patients choosing to undergo open-heart
surgery. All information provided by you will be kept strictly confidential and will be used
only for the purposes of this study. Any identifying information will be removed from the
data and not released to any third party.
If you have any questions regarding the research or your rights as a participant,
please contact Saint Vincent Health Center at (814) 452-5601 and talk to an individual in
the Research Office.
Sincerely,

Kate Reynolds, M.P.T., C.C.S.
Principal Investigator
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Appendix J
Instructions to Participant
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Instructions to Participant
Please take the time to fill out this questionnaire now one year after
your open heart surgery. Then place the forms and this instruction
sheet in the stamped envelope mailed to the researcher, Kate
Reynolds.

I appreciate your participation and contribution to this research. If you
have any questions, please contact me, Kate Reynolds, at (814) 4601769.

Please mark any boxes that applied to the completion of the
questionnaire:

Physical assistance to mark answers due
to_______________
Mental assistance to answer questions due
to_____________

Would you like to be informed of the results of this study?
If yes, please provide me with your email, phone # or home
address so that I can contact
you:______________________________________
You will receive the results no later than May, 2012. (Initial results
were limited due to minimal feedback so early after surgery).
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Thank you again for your time and for participating. Hope you are well
on your way to recovery. Happy 1 year anniversary! Sincerely, Kate
Reynolds
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Appendix K
Saint Vincent IRB Approval Letter
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Appendix L
Western Michigan University IRB Approval Letters
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